
January 2019 Monthly Catalogue
Welcome to the January 2019 edition of the NHBS Monthly Catalogue, which lists all new titles added to our website in the last month.

The last month of 2018 saw a large number of interesting titles being announced, especially for birdwatchers and ornithologists. We can finally announce the third edition
of Field Guide to the Birds of Colombia, published earlier last year by Rey Naranjo Editores. Other field guides of interest are The Complete Guide to Australian Birds, due
January from Viking Australia, second editions of Birds of Western Canada and Birds of Eastern Canada, both due March from Dorling Kindersley Canada, the second of
Birds & Mammals of the Falkland Islands, published by Falklands Conservation, and The Botswana Birders’ Companion: 300 Common and Conspicuous Botswana Birds,
published by Sandor Books in Botswana, due later this month. Bloomsbury has announced a new Poyser Monograph, The Eagle Owl, due in June, while Johns Hopkins
University Press will publish Ospreys: The Revival of a Global Raptor in March. And then there is A Season on the Wind: Inside the World of Spring Migration, due January
from Houghton Mifflin Harcourt.

For other vertebrate groups there are a few titles each to highlight. On the subject of mammals there will be Tracking The Highland Tiger: In Search of Scottish Wildcats
written by Marianne Taylor, and the second edition of Field Guide to the Mammals of South-East Asia, both due in June from Bloomsbury. For herpetologists there is
Turtles of the World, Volume 5: Australia and Oceania, which has just been published by Edition Chimaira, and Snakes of Central and Western Africa, due June from
Johns Hopkins University Press. And on the subject of fish there is Marine Fish of the Channel Islands, recently published by Charonia Media.

Entomologists can look forward to Protecting Pollinators: How to Save the Creatures That Feed Our World, due April from Island Press, and
The Lives of Bees: The Untold Story of the Honey Bee in the Wild, due June from Princeton University Press. There are two fantastic field guides on ants.
The Ants of Central and Northern Europe has just been published by Lutra, while Bloomsbury will publish Ants of Britain and Europe: A Photographic Guide in June, which
is a translation from the French original.

For botanists we have a range of titles. There are two field guides specifically worth mentioning: A Guide to Orchids of Laos from Natural History Publications Borneo,
which is available now, and the privately published small pocket guide Start to Identify Sedges & Rushes that is due February. Two academic titles in the pipeline are
The Nature of Plant Communities, due May from Cambridge University Press, and the paperback of Carnivorous Plants: Physiology, Ecology, and Evolution, due February
from Oxford University Press. Vintage will publish the paperback version of Chasing the Ghost: My Search for All the Wild Flowers of Britain in March.

On the topics of conservation biology and environmental issues we have a diverse range of books. Texas A & M University Press will publish
Wildlife Ecology and Management in Mexico in February, Hamish Hamilton will publish Irreplaceable: The Fight to Save Our Wild Places in June, and Bill McKibben is
writing a book that promises to take a broader look with Falter: Has the Human Game Begun to Play Itself Out?, which is due April from Henry Holt. Meanwhile, Nathaniel
Rich's much-publicised contribution to the New York Times Magazine has been expanded to the book Losing Earth: The Decade We Almost Stopped Climate Change, due
April from Picador. Former BBC science and environment correspondent Richard Black, meanwhile, has written Denied: The Rise and Fall of Climate Contrarianism, just
published by The Real Press. Another highly critical title is Does Living Green Make a Difference?, to be published by Polity Press in May, while
The Ice at the End of the World: An Epic Journey Into Greenland's Buried Past and Our Perilous Future, due June from Random House, promises to be a piece of urgent
reporting.

There are some big titles on the horizon for readers interested in evolutionary biology and palaeontology. Edward O. Wilson is writing
Genesis: On the Deep Origin of Societies, due April from Allen Lane. Lost Anatomies: The Evolution of the Human Form, due March from Abrams, will showcase the work
from palaeoartist John Gurche and combine it with essays by leading authorities. More academic is Evolution in Isolation: The Search for an Island Syndrome in Plants,
due May from Cambridge University Press. Michael J. Benton is writing The Dinosaurs Rediscovered: How a Scientific Revolution is Rewriting History, due April from
Thames & Hudson, while the paperback of Steve Brusatte's The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs: The Untold Story of a Lost World is due February from Picador.

Similarly, under the heading of nature writing we have some big names to mention. John-Lewis Stempel is writing Still Water: The Deep Life of the Pond, due March from
Doubleday, while Robert MacFarlane is working on Underland: A Deep Time Journey, due May from Hamish Hamilton. There are paperback versions on the horizon of
David Attenborough's Journeys to the Other Side of the World: Further Adventures of a Young Naturalist from Two Roads and Tim Dee's
Ground Work: Writings on People and Places from Vintage, both due in March. Now in stock is Sunshine & Good Humour: Travels of a Painter in Tropical America, written
and published by Nigel Hughes.

Rounding out this month's selection we have a smattering of titles in various subject areas. On the topic of environmental history there are paperbacks of
Ecology and Power in the Age of Empire: Europe and the Transformation of the Tropical World, due May from Oxford University Press, and Tim Flannery's
Europe: A Natural History, due June from Penguin Books. For (soil) ecologists there is the Atlas Français des Bactéries du Sol, written in French and published by the
Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle. If you are interested in genetics, the paperback of Carl Zimmer's
She Has Her Mother's Laugh: The Powers, Perversions, and Potential of Heredity is due in June from Picador. Quadrille Publishing is releasing Simon King's book
Naturewatch in paperback in May with the title Nature Trail: The Secret Life of British Wildlife, Sandor Books has just published
Makgadikgadi: Botswana’s Dusty Wetlands, which gives an account of the natural history of this area, and, finally, two Crossbill Guides have been announced for May, one
to Madeira, Portugal, the other to Provence and Camargue, France.

As always, if you are looking for a particular title that we do not yet have in our range, or you would like to suggest a title for NHBS to stock, please do get in touch.

Leon Vlieger
Catalogue Editor

Insects & other Invertebrates
Guide to the Butterflies of Britain
Richard Lewington(Author), John Bebbington(Illustrator)
The illustrations in this guide, from originals painted by Richard Lewington, show 58 British
butterfly species; another 10 or so occur in the British Isles, but are so scarce that they are
unlikely to be seen. The paintings are a quick...

8 pages | colour illustrations | Field Studies Council (FSC)

Unbound #89346 1998 9781851538485 £1.99

Veldgids Schelpen [Field Guide to Shells]
Rykel de Bruyne(Author)
The Veldgids Schelpen is a completely revised edition of the 2004 book by the same name that
has been out of print for some time. This new edition includes marine gastropods. The species
have been divided clearly by class. Colour photos have been...

288 pages | colour photos | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #245393 May-2019 9789050116862 £29.99
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Der Kosmos Heuschreckenführer: Die Heuschrecken Mitteleuropas und die
Wichtigsten Arten Südeuropas [The Kosmos Grasshopper Guide: The Grasshoppers of
Central Europe and the Most Important Species of Southern Europe]
Heiko Bellmann(Author), Christian Roesti(Author), Florin Rutschmann(Author)
Mole cricket, bush crickets, wart-biters, field cricket and grasshoppers - grasshoppers are
among the most common, striking and varied insects of our homeland. This field guide
contains all species of Central Europe and the northern Mediterranean...

432 pages | 600+ colour photos, 100 b/w illustrations | Kosmos Verlag

Paperback #245357 Mar-2019 9783440153048 £42.99

Razor Clams
Buried Treasure of the Pacific Northwest
David Berger(Author)
In this lively history and celebration of the Pacific razor clam, David Berger shares with us his
love affair with the glossy, gold-coloured Siliqua patula and gets into the nitty-gritty of how to
dig, clean, and cook them using his favourite...

224 pages | 60 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | University of
Washington Press

Paperback #245429 Jan-2019 9780295745442 £15.99
Hardback #236152 2017 9780295741420 £20.99

The Lives of Bees
The Untold Story of the Honey Bee in the Wild
Thomas D Seeley(Author)
Humans have kept honey bees in hives for millennia, yet only in recent decades have
biologists begun to investigate how these industrious insects live in the wild. The Lives of Bees
is Thomas Seeley's captivating story of what scientists are...

432 pages | 72 colour illustrations, 38 b/w illustrations | Princeton
University Press

Hardback #244904 Jun-2019 9780691166766 £17.99

Protecting Pollinators
How to Save the Creatures That Feed Our World
Jodi Helmer(Author)
We should thank a pollinator at every meal. These diminutive creatures fertilize a third of the
crops we eat. Yet half of the 200,000 species of pollinators are threatened. Birds, bats, insects,
and many other pollinators are disappearing, putting...

256 pages | Island Press

Paperback #245286 Jun-2019 9781610919364 £18.99

Ants of Britain and Europe
A Photographic Guide
Claude Lebas(Author), Christophe Galkowski(Author), Rumsaïs Blatrix(Author), Philippe
Wegnez(Author)
Originally published in French, this photographic field guide covers every species of ant found
in Britain and Europe.More than 400 species of ant can be found in Europe, and Ants of Britain
and Europe covers them all,with detailed descriptions for...

416 pages | ~600 colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution
maps | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #245304 Jun-2019 9781472954084 £29.99

Annual Review of Entomology, Volume 64
Volume 64 contains 16 review articles. See the table of contents for details.

500 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour tables | Annual
Reviews

Hardback #245336 Feb-2019 9780824301644 £599.00

Basal Cyclorrhapha in Amber from the Cretaceous and Tertiary (Insecta, Diptera), and
Their Relationships
Brachycera in Cretaceous Amber, Part 9
David A Grimaldi(Author)
Diverse new basal (aschizan) Cyclorrhapha fossilized in amber are described from the Tertiary
and Cretaceous, and their relationships are examined with character-based phylogenetic
hypotheses for each family or family group. There are 18 new species...

97 pages | 53 colour & b/w photos and b/w illustrations, 4 tables |
American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #245342 2018 £14.99

New Genera and Species of Myrtaceae-Feeding Phylinae from Australia, and the
Description of a New Species of Restiophylus (Insecta, Heteroptera, Miridae)
Michael D Schwartz(Author), Christiane Weirauch(Author), Randall T Schuh(Author)
Six new genera of Australian Phylinae are described on the basis of existing collections. The
tribe Exaeretini – represented by the two new genera Eucalyptophylus (two new species) and
Melaleucaphylus (18 new species) – is recognized for...

157 pages | 41 plates with colour photos; 22 b/w photos and b/w line
drawings, 6 colour distribution maps, 5 tables | American Museum of
Natural History

Paperback #245343 2018 £14.99

South American Leaf-Cutter Bees (Genus Megachile) of the Subgenera
Rhyssomegachile and Zonomegachile, with Two New Subgenera (Hymenoptera,
Megachilidae)
Víctor H González(Author), Terry L Griswold(Author), Michael S Engel(Author)
Leaf-cutter bees (genus Megachile Latreille) are among the most common and diverse group
of bees. However, the identity and taxonomic placement of many species are problematic and
species identification is often difficult. Some species are known only...

73 pages | 34 colour photos and colour maps, 2 tables | American
Museum of Natural History

Paperback #245344 2018 £14.99

Systematics and Analysis of the Radiation of Orthotylini Plant Bugs Associated with
Callitroid Conifers in Australia
Description of Five New Genera and 32 New Species (Heteroptera, Miridae, Orthotylinae)
Celia L Symonds(Author), Gerasimos Cassis(Author)
Orthotyline plant bugs inhabiting the southern conifer genus Callitris in Australia are
investigated and classified systemically for the first time, with the description of 5 new genera
and 32 new species from Australia. The five new...

226 pages | 78 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations, 6 b/w
distribution maps, 6 tables | American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #245345 2018 £39.99

Hirtodrosophila of North America (Diptera, Drosophilidae)
David A Grimaldi(Author)
Species concepts are morphologically revised and updated for members of the mycophagous
genus Hirtodrosophila Duda that occur in America north of Mexico. Photomicrographs of
external features, illustrations of male and female terminalia, and detailed...

75 pages | 43 colour photos and b/w illustrations | American Museum of
Natural History

Paperback #245350 2018 £14.99

Systematic Revision of the North American Syntropine Vaejovid Scorpion Genera
Balsateres, Kuarapu, and Thorellius, with Descriptions of Three New Species
Edmundo González-Santillán(Author), Lorenzo Prendini(Author)
Four genera formed a monophyletic group, referred to as the Kochius clade, in the phylogeny
of the North American vaejovid scorpion subfamily Syntropinae Kraepelin, 1905: Balsateres
González-Santillán and Prendini, 2013; Kochius...

79 pages | 36 colour & b/w photos and b/w distribution maps, tables |
American Museum of Natural History

Paperback #245351 2018 £14.99
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Marine Shells in the Study of the Holocene
Joakim Donner(Author)
After the ice sheet that covered northern Europe had melted there was an uplift of earth's crust.
At the emerging coasts marine shells were deposited in beach sediments. By using
radiocarbon ages of the shells the relative uplift during the last...

55 pages | Finnish Society of Sciences and Letters

Paperback #245359 2017 9789516534179 £39.99

The Ants of Central and Northern Europe
Bernhard Seifert(Author)
Originally published in German, this book is now available in a significantly expanded English
version, describing more species (121 in the original versus 190 in the current
version).Furthermore, this book contains:- an introduction to morphology,...

408 pages | 581 colour photos and b/w line drawings | Lutra

Hardback #245361 2018 9783936412079 £64.99

Morphocarabus in the Carpathian Basin
Systematics, Faunistics and Iconography
Imre Retezár(Author)
This book describes the systematics and faunistics of Morphocarabus beetles occurring in the
Carpathian Basin in Central Europe. A 54-page iconography is included

102 pages | 54 plates with colour photos | Imre Retezár (privately
published)

Hardback #245368 2018 £69.99

Basisgids Wilde Bijen [Basic Guide to Wild Bees]
Pieter van Breugel(Author)
The Netherlands is home to some 350 bee species, the honey bee being the most well-known.
The incredible richness of wild bees remains unknown to most people. This guide brings
together 125 species in a portable photographic field guide.The small...

144 pages | colour photos | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #245392 Apr-2019 9789050116848 £19.99

Insects Did It First
Gregory S Paulson(Author), Eric R Eaton(Author)
This is a fascinating account of more than eighty insect "firsts". Velcro, bungee jumping, air-
conditioning, and chemical warfare are a few of the firsts covered in this book authored by two
professional entomologists. The text is...

156 pages | Xlibris

Paperback #245405 2018 9781984564627 £21.99
Hardback #245404 2018 9781984564634 £29.99

Buzz, Sting, Bite
Why We Need Insects
Anne Sverdrup-Thygeson(Author)
An enthusiastic, witty, and informative introduction to the world of insects and why we – and the
planet we inhabit – could not survive without them.Insects comprise roughly half of the animal
kingdom. They live everywhere – deep...

256 pages | Simon & Schuster

Hardback #245425 Jul-2019 9781982112875 £27.50

The Secret Life of Clams
The Mysteries and Magic of Our Favorite Shellfish
Anthony D Fredericks(Author)
Get up close and personal with an amazing creature that has invaded our lexicon as well as
our restaurants.It breathes with tubes, it has no head or brain, it feeds through a filter, and it is
the source of dozens of familiar proverbs ("happy as...

304 pages | colour photos | Skyhorse Publishing

Hardback #245428 2014 9781629146973 £17.99

Mary Bumby
The First Person to Take Honeybees to New Zealand
Anne Middleditch(Author), David F Bumby(Author)
This is the remarkable story of Mary Bumby who was the first person to take honeybees to New
Zealand. When, in 1838, her brother, John, was appointed as superintendent missionary at the
Mangungu Mission House in New Zealand she decided to accompany...

98 pages | colour illustrations | Northern Bee Books

Paperback #245431 2018 9781912271320 £18.99

The Tylenchulidae Of The World
Identification of the Family Tylenchulidae (Nematoda: Tylenchida)
Reza Ghaderi(Author), Etienne Geraert(Author), Akbar Karegar(Author)
This book contains full descriptions of the pin, citrus and other, related nematodes (166
species), belonging to the family Tylenchulidae (Tylenchida/Tylenchomorpha), reported from
everywhere in the world. They are plant parasites living in the soil...

453 pages | 200 b/w photos and b/w line drawings | Academia Press

Paperback #245452 2016 9789038226231 £84.99

Fauna of New Zealand, No 77: Tenuipalpus (Acari: Trombidiformes: Tetranychoidea:
Tenuipalpidae)
Yun Xu(Author), Zhi-Qiang Zhang(Author)
Members of the family Tenuipalpidae, commonly known as false spider mites, belong to a large
group of the obligate plant-feeding mite superfamily Tetranychoidea. These tiny mites, often of
a quarter to a third of a millimeter, are also known as flat...

163 pages | 113 b/w line drawings, 9 b/w distribution maps, 2 b/w maps,
4 tables | Manaaki Whenua Press

Paperback #245488 2018 9780947525538 £69.99

Microlepidoptera of Europe, Volume 9
Tineidae II (Myrmecozelinae, Perissomasticinae, Tineinae, Hieroxestinae, Teichobiinae and
Stathmopolitinae)
Reinhard Gaedike(Author)
This second volume on Tineidae treats the subfamilies Myrmecozelinae, Perissomasticinae,
Tineinae, Hieroxestinae, Teichobiinae, and Stathmopolitinae of Europe. It presents information
for the identification of 103 species of tineid moths. Information...

330 pages | plates with colour photos, plates with b/w line drawings | E J
Brill

Hardback #245542 Mar-2019 9789004387508 £145.00

Digenetic Trematodes of Indian Marine Fishes
Rokkam Madhavi(Author), Rodney Bray(Author)
This book is the first to explore in detail the systematics and taxonomy of the digenean fauna of
fish in Indian marine waters. It includes morphological descriptions of 648 species in 190
genera and 30 families. The figures from the original...

693 pages | 6 colour & 405 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #245554 2018 9789402415339 £159.99

Migrated Butterflies of Japan [Japanese]
Haruyoshi Sugawara(Author), Naoshi Takahashi(Author)
This volume in Mushi-Sha's iconography series pictures the migratory butterflies of Japan on
110 colour plates.

208 pages | 110 plates with colour photos | Mushi-sha

Hardback #245556 2014 £260.00
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The Longhorn Beetles of Japan (1) [Japanese]
Hiroshi Fujita(Author), Hiroto Hirayama(Author), Katsumi Akita(Author)
This volume in Mushi-Sha's iconography series is the first of multiple parts to picture the
longhorn beetles of Japan on colour plates.

plates with colour photos | Mushi-sha

Hardback #245557 2018 £260.00

The Butterflies of the Peak District
Byron Machin(Author)
Butterflies are easily the most enchanting and widely loved of all British insects. They flutter
through our woodlands and meadows, in a kaleidoscope of dazzling colours. Coupled with
their beauty, their life-cycle is nothing short of miraculous....

140 pages | colour photos | Seven Stones Publishing

Paperback #245558 2018 £16.99

Butterflies of Illinois
A Field Guide
Michael R Jeffords(Author), Susan L Post(Author), James R Wiker(Author)
Prairie spaces and abundant wildflowers make Illinois an amateur lepidopterist's delight.
Butterflies of Illinois offers a portable, easy-to-use guide rich with descriptions, field
photography, and life-sized specimen photos of all the...

432 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Illinois University Press

Paperback #245600 Mar-2019 9780252084461 £19.99

Wings in the Light
Wild Butterflies in North America
David Lee Myers(Author), Robert Michael Pyle(Foreword By)
An extraordinary look at the wild butterflies of North America, with hundreds of compelling
original photographsSee what it's like to stare a butterfly in the eyes. Lavishly illustrated and
scientifically rigorous, this dazzling volume provides a...

288 pages | 430 colour photos | Yale University Press

Hardback #245601 Mar-2019 9780300236132 £24.99

Forest
Walking among Trees
Matt Collins(Author), Roo Lewis(Illustrator)
Forest is a celebration of the diverse ways in which trees and forests are as magnificent,
economically relevant and profoundly enchanting today as they ever have been. Journeying
across the continents, writer Matt Collins and photographer Roo Lewis...

256 pages | 120+ photos | Pavilion Books

Hardback #245294 Feb-2019 9781911595267 £24.99

Berliner Höhlenkundliche Berichte, Volume 76: Karst and Caves of Myanmar
(Expeditions to the Southern Shan and Kayah States 2014-17)
Michael Laumanns(Editor), Abbe Hamilton(Editor)
This volume presents a 2017 US expedition to Kampot Province in southern Cambodia as well
as an international expedition in 2018, which continued the 2017 investigations in Phnum
Proek District (Battambang Province). Sixty-two new caves and 9.9 km of...

78 pages | colour photos, b/w maps | Speläoclub Berlin

Paperback #245308 Dec-2018 £14.99

The Devon Orchards Book
Michael Gee(Author)
Think of Devon and you are likely to have an image as a county of orchards and cider.But
historically this was by no means always the case, and in truth Devon presented many
challenges to the growing of fruit. This ground-breaking book explains how...

144 pages | colour photos | Halsgrove / Westcountry Books

Hardback #245334 2018 9780857043108 £14.99

Principles and Practices of Silviculture
SS Negi(Author)
Silviculture is that branch of forestry that deals with the raising, development, care,
reproduction and overall management of forests, both of natural as well as of plantation origin.
It is the core component of forestry and is both an art as well...

230 pages | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #245518 2016 9788121109031 £39.99

Makgadikgadi
Botswana’s Dusty Wetlands
Cornelis Vanderpost(Author), Pete Hancock(Author)
Makgadikgadi is a scientifically accurate, up-to-date account of the natural history of the unique
salt pans which are the relict of what was once a huge inland sea in central southern Africa.
Informative, readable chapters describe its origin and...

135 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Sandor Books

Paperback #245537 2018 9789996841767 £38.50

Naturalist (25th Anniversary Edition)
Edward O Wilson(Author)
Edward O. Wilson – winner of two Pulitzer prizes, champion of biodiversity, and Faculty
Emeritus at Harvard University – is arguably one of the most important thinkers of the twentieth
century. Yet his celebrated career began not with an...

394 pages | photos, illustrations | Island Press

Paperback #245032 May-2019 9781642830217 £22.99

Bradt Wildlife Guide: The Arctic
A Guide to Coastal Wildlife
Tony Soper(Author), Dan Powell(Illustrator)
An engaging and beautifully illustrated full-colour guide to some of the most exciting wildlife in
the world in an area about to see a significant increase in visitor numbers as a direct result of
changes in the ice cover of the Arctic Ocean....

168 pages | colour & b/w illustrations | Bradt Travel Guides

Paperback #245438 May-2019 9781784776435 £16.99
Paperback #226545 2012 9781841623801 £9.99

Birds & Mammals of the Falkland Islands
Robin Woods(Author), Anne Woods(Author)
This is a comprehensive photographic guide to the birds and mammals of the Falkland Islands,
covering the regularly occurring birds and mammals most likely to be encountered. The layout
and text are written in an easy-to-read style, with notes on...

144 pages | 100+ colour photos, 3 colour maps | Falklands Conservation

Hardback #245432 2018 9781903657423 £17.99
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Tibet: Promesse de l'Invisible [Tibet: Promise of the Invisible]
Vincent Munier(Author)
Published to accompany Tibet: Minéral Animal, this is Vincent Munier’s travel journal in wild
Tibet, tracking the mythical snow leopard.

184 pages | 120 b/w photos | Kobalann Publishing

Hardback #245576 2018 9782953738995 £59.99

Cicerone Guides: Trekking in Greenland - The Arctic Circle Trail
From Kangerlussuaq to Sisimiut
Paddy Dillon(Author)
At just over 100 miles long, and taking 7 to 10 days to complete, the Arctic Circle Trail crosses
the largest ice-free patch of West Greenland. This splendid trekking route, lying 25-30 miles
north of the Arctic Circle runs from Kangerlussuaq to...

136 pages | 60+ colour photos, 14 colour illustrations, 20 colour maps |
Cicerone Press

Paperback #245489 Feb-2019 9781852849672 £16.95

Antarctic Peninsula
A Visitor's Guide
British Antarctic Survey (BAS)(Author)
This essential guide for Antarctic travellers has been fully revised, with updated maps and
charts and a new chapter on climate change.Each year thousands of ship-borne tourists head
to the northern Antarctic Peninsula, and in evergrowing numbers....

144 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour maps | London
Natural History Museum

Hardback #245325 May-2019 9780565094652 £19.99

Nature Trail
The Secret Life of British Wildlife
Simon King(Author)
Nature Trail is the ultimate guide to watching British wildlife (previously published in hardback
as Naturewatch), from renowned naturalist and TV presenter Simon King. More and more
people are discovering the joys of being out and about in the...

256 pages | colour photos, ccolour & b/w illustrations | Quadrille
Publishing

Paperback #245259 May-2019 9781787133839 £14.99
Hardback #229531 2016 9781849494762 £19.99

Ground Work
Writings on People and Places
Tim Dee(Editor)
We are living in the anthropocene – an epoch where everything is being determined by the
activities of just one soft-skinned, warm-blooded, short-lived, pedestrian species. How best to
make our way through the ruins that we have made?This...

275 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Vintage

Paperback #245528 Mar-2019 9781784703462 £9.99
Hardback #239600 2018 9781910702710 £12.99

Chasing the Ghost
My Search for All the Wild Flowers of Britain
Peter Marren(Author)
Join renowned naturalist Peter Marren on an exciting quest to see every species of wild plant
native to Britain.Some people decide to go skydiving when they turn fifty. Others travel to a
long dreamed-of place: Antarctica, perhaps, or the Galapagos....

310 pages | b/w illustrations | Vintage

Paperback #245527 Mar-2019 9781784703370 £7.99
Hardback #239693 2018 9781910931110 £14.99

An Elephant in My Kitchen
What the Herd Taught me about Love, Courage and Survival
Françoise Malby-Anthony(Author), Katja Willemsen(Author)
A blonde, chic Parisienne, Françoise never expected to find herself living on a South African
game reserve. But when she fell in love with renowned conservationist Lawrence Anthony her
life took an unexpected turn. Lawrence died in 2012 and...

320 pages | Pan Macmillan

Paperback #245232 Jun-2019 9781509864928 £7.99
Paperback #240551 2018 9781509864911 £14.99
Hardback #240550 2018 9781509864898 £16.99

Visionary Women
How Rachel Carson, Jane Jacobs, Jane Goodall, and Alice Waters Changed Our World
Andrea Barnet(Author)
Change is sometimes sparked by unexpected figures – outsiders whose clarity of vision and
strength of purpose can catalyze a revolution. This is the story of four renegades who
profoundly shaped the world we live in today. Together, these women...

528 pages | illustrations | Ecco Press

Paperback #245587 Mar-2019 9780062310736 £19.99
Hardback #241294 2018 9780062310729 £28.99

Journeys to the Other Side of the World
Further Adventures of a Young Naturalist
Sir David Attenborough(Author)
Following the success of the original Zoo Quest expeditions, in the late 1950s onwards a young
David Attenborough embarked on further travels in a very different part of the world. From
Madagascar and New Guinea to the Pacific Islands and the...

415 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos; b/w photos, b/w maps |
Two Roads (John Murray imprint)

Paperback #245526 Mar-2019 9781473666672 £7.99
Hardback #242938 2018 9781473666641 £24.99

Erebus
The Story of a Ship
Michael Palin(Author)
HMS Erebus was one of the great exploring ships, a veteran of groundbreaking expeditions to
the ends of the Earth. In 1848, it disappeared in the Arctic, its fate a mystery. In 2014, it was
found. This is its story.Michael Palin – Monty Python...

350 pages | 16 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations; b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Arrow Books

Paperback #244504 May-2019 9781784758578 £8.99
Hardback #244503 2018 9781847948120 £19.99

Antarctica: What Everyone Needs to Know
David Day(Author)
In this addition to the What Everyone Needs to Know series, David Day examines the most
forbidding and formidably inaccessible continent on Earth. For over a century following its
discovery by European explorers in 1820, Antarctica played host to...

176 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #244727 Jun-2019 9780190641313 £10.99
Hardback #244728 Jun-2019 9780190641320 £47.99

The Arctic: What Everyone Needs to Know
Klaus Dodds(Author), Mark Nuttall(Author)
Conversations defining the Arctic region often provoke debate and controversy – for scientists,
this lies in the imprecise and imaginary line known as the Arctic Circle; for countries like
Canada, Russia, the United States, and Denmark, such...

176 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #244729 Jun-2019 9780190649807 £10.99
Hardback #244730 Jun-2019 9780190649814 £47.99
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Crossbill Guide: Madeira, Portugal
Kees Woutersen(Author), Dirk Hilbers(Author)
The emerald island of Madeira lies 800 km out of the coast at the same latitude as northern
Morocco. The ocean’s trade winds make it a spectacularly green and damp island, especially
on the steep north slopes. Madeira is a hotspot of endemic...

224 pages | colour photos, colour maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #244903 May-2019 9789491648175 £27.95

The Life of Animals in Japanese Art
Robert T Singer(Editor), Kawai Masatomo(Editor), Barbara R Ambros(Contributor), Tom
Hare(Contributor), Federico Marcon(Contributor)
Few countries have devoted as much artistic energy to the depiction of animal life as Japan.
Drawing upon the country's unique spiritual heritage, rich literary traditions, and currents in
popular culture, Japanese artists have long expressed...

384 pages | 350 colour illustrations | Princeton University Press

Hardback #245082 Jun-2019 9780691191164 £49.99

Crossbill Guide: Provence and Camargue, France
Dirk Hilbers(Author), Constant Swinkels(Author), Albert Vliegenthart(Author)
The Provence is the richest wildlife region of France. Whether you consider the flora and fauna
in detail or simply take a broad view of the landscape, every corner of this region is
different.There are the spectacular, bird-filled wetlands of the...

256 pages | colour photos, colour maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #245127 May-2019 9789491648168 £26.95

Time Song
Searching for Doggerland
Julia Blackburn(Author)
Julia Blackburn has always collected things that hold stories about the past, especially the very
distant past: mammoth bones, little shells that happen to be two million years old, a flint shaped
as a weapon long ago. Time Song brings many such...

304 pages | Jonathan Cape

Hardback #245292 Feb-2019 9781911214205 £24.99

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Highlights Volume 4
Rosamund Kidman-Cox(Editor)
The photographs collected here include each of the category winners and encompass all
aspects of wildlife and environmental photography, from underwater to urban wildlife. Twenty-
five striking images from the competition's special People's...

80 pages | 100 colour & b/w photos | London Natural History Museum

Paperback #245326 Jan-2019 9780565094294 £6.99

Wildlife Photographer of the Year: Unforgettable Portraits
Rosamund Kidman-Cox(Editor)
This is a collection of exceptional images from past years of the Wildlife Photographer of the
Year competition – the most famous and prestigious event of its kind in the world. Each portrait
captures an intimate moment and reveals the...

128 pages | 70 colour photos | London Natural History Museum

Hardback #245327 Apr-2019 9780565094669 £19.99

Descent
The Heroic Discovery of the Abyss
Bradford Matsen(Author)
In Descent: The Heroic Discovery of the Abyss, Brad Matsen brings to vivid life the famous
deep-sea expeditions of Otis Barton and William Beebe. At a time when no one had traveled
deeper than a few hundred feet, they took the world to a half mile...

286 pages | illustrations | Pantheon Books

Paperback #245347 2006 9781400075010 £18.99
Hardback #245346 2005 9780375422584 £27.99

Curious Countries
The Mystery Animals of Scandinavia and the Baltic States
Lars Thomas(Author)
Have you ever wondered what lurks out there in the deep, dark woods of the North? This book
presents a choice selection of monstrous beings and fabulous creatures from Greenland,
across the North Atlantic to Scandinavia, and the Baltic States. Meet...

256 pages | Centre for Fortean Zoology

Paperback #245364 2018 9781909488571 £16.99

The Worshipful Companies
Images and Poems from the Norfolk Coast
Stuart Medland(Author)
The Worshipful Companies is a sparkling mixture of poetry, prose and colour photography
about wildlife you find at the north Norfolk Coast. An enchanting souvenir and gift such that all
may bring a bit of Norfolk home.

112 pages | colour photos | Brambleby Books

Paperback #245398 Dec-2018 9781908241603 £27.99

New York Wildlife Encyclopedia
An Illustrated Guide to Birds, Fish, Mammals, Reptiles, and Amphibians
Scott Shupe(Author)
New York's wildlife has always played an important role in the history of the human beings
inhabiting the state. Native Americans depended on birds, mammals, and fish for sustenance.
Later, early Europeans immigrants hunted, trapped, and fished...

256 pages | 800+ colour photos, 600+ b/w distribution maps | Sky Pony
Press

Hardback #245418 Jan-2019 9781510728844 £21.99

Moods Of Nature
Heinrich van den Berg(Author)
The Nature series consists of four books: Art of Nature, Shades of Nature, Reflection and now
Moods of Nature. This book has evolved many times since its conception, as Heinrich's moods
changed. It started full of colour, but in the end the only...

144 pages | 105 colour & b/w photos | HPH Publishing

Hardback #245456 2018 9780639947310 £44.99

Shades Of Nature
Heinrich van den Berg(Author)
Following the ascendance of Art of Nature, Heinrich van den Berg challenges convention to
resounding success in the black-and-white sequel Shades of Nature. His fearless approach
inspires the reader to see the hidden depths of his images, to...

136 pages | b/w photos | HPH Publishing

Hardback #245457 2011 9780620463102 £36.99

Art Of Nature
Heinrich van den Berg(Author)
Reveals a syncretic relationship between art and nature. This book features photographs that
illustrate art: animal behaviour becomes a visual element, natural science the page upon which
art is drawn. It peels back the layers found in the natural...

136 pages | colour photos | HPH Publishing

Hardback #245458 2011 9780620469654 £36.99
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Reference

The Big Seven
Adventures in Search of Africa's Iconic Species
Gerald Hinde(Author), Will Taylor(Author)
The Big Seven are the most exciting, charismatic and, in some cases, dangerous of Africa's big
mammal species. This book covers the lives of these animals, and the authors' adventures in
both words and photographs bring the experience of...

176 pages | 106 colour photos | HPH Publishing

Hardback #245465 2018 9780639947327 £44.99

The Architecture of Trees
Cesare Leonardi(Author), Franca Stagi(Author)
The Architecture of Trees is a legendary and unsurpassed botanical masterwork.This lavish
large-format volume features more than 400 exquisite quill-pen illustrations of 211 tree species.
Each is drawn to a scale of 1:100, with and without foliage,...

392 pages | b/w illustrations | Princeton Architectural Press

Hardback #245476 Mar-2019 9781616898069 £89.99

Sunshine & Good Humour
Travels of a Painter in Tropical America
Nigel Hughes(Author)
Attracted to South America by travellers’ tales and the novels of Masefield and Conrad, Nigel
Hughes took ship for Argentina in 1964. For two years he worked with livestock and learned
Spanish. In 1970, returning to England from escorting a...

332 pages | 16 plates with b/w photos and colour illustrations | Nigel
Hughes (privately published)

Hardback #245523 2017 9781526207128 £24.99

Yorkshire
A Lyrical History of England's Greatest County
Richard Morris(Author)
Yorkshire, it has been said, is 'a continent unto itself', a region where mountain, plain, coast,
downs, fen and heath lie close. By weaving history, family stories, travelogue and ecology,
Richard Morris reveals how Yorkshire took shape as a...

304 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations | Weidenfeld &
Nicolson

Paperback #245551 Apr-2019 9781780229096 £10.99
Hardback #245550 2018 9780297609438 £24.99

A Guide to the Garden Route
The Definitive Guide to the Garden Route
Michael Nassen Smith(Editor)
A Guide to the Garden Route will take you on a magical journey along South Africa's Garden
Route in its Western Cape Province while exploring the beauties and hidden secrets of our
natural heritage.Filled with detailed and up-to-date information,...

270 pages | maps | Jacana Publishers

Paperback #245566 Apr-2019 9781431425204 £14.95

Tibet: Minéral Animal [French]
Vincent Munier(Illustrator), Sylvain Tesson(Author)
This lavish volume contains Vincent Munier’s best pictures of wild Tibet, with texts by Sylvain
Tesson (in French only).Finding a snow leopard is the holy grail for so many naturalists and
travelers. The quest to fnd this animal is bewitching:...

160 pages | colour photos | Kobalann Publishing

Hardback #245568 2018 9782953738988 £89.99

The First Safari
Searching for Francois Levaillant
Ian Glenn(Author)
François Levaillant was the first and greatest South African birder, the first major figure of
modern ornithology, the creator of the first safari, the first anthropologist of the Cape and the
first investigative reporter criticising colonial...

264 pages | Jacana Publishers

Hardback #245579 Jan-2019 9781431427338 £16.95

Transformations
Harriet and Helena Scott, Colonial Sydney's Finest Natural History Painters
Vanessa Finney(Author)
With their collecting boxes, notebooks and paintbrushes, Harriet and Helena Scott entered the
masculine worlds of science and art and became two of nineteenth-century Australia's most
prominent natural history painters. Transformations tells the...

220 pages | colour illustrations | Newsouth Publishing

Hardback #245593 2018 9781742235806 £32.50

The Craft of Scientific Writing
Michael Alley(Author)
The Craft of Scientific Writing is designed to help scientists and engineers- both professionals
already active in the disciplines as well as students preparing to enter the professions- write
about their work clearly and effectively. Written for use...

282 pages | 40 b/w illustrations, 15 tables | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #235280 2018 9781441982872 £21.99

Likelihood Methods in Biology and Ecology
A Modern Approach to Statistics
Michael Brimacombe(Author)
Likelihood Methods in Biology and Ecology: A Modern Approach to Statistics emphasizes the
importance of the likelihood function in statistical theory and applications and discusses it in
the context of biology and ecology. Bayesian and frequentist...

202 pages | 50 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #168106 Dec-2018 9781584887881 £74.99

The Theoretical Minimum
What You Need to Know to Start Doing Physics
Leonard Susskind(Author), George Hrabovsky(Author)
In this unconventional and stimulating primer, world-class physicist Leonard Susskind and
citizen-scientist George Hrabovsky combine forces to provide a brilliant first course in modern
physics. Unlike most popular physics books – which give...

238 pages | b/w illustrations | Basic Books

Paperback #245480 2014 9780465075683 £17.99

Modern Statistics for Modern Biology
Susan Holmes(Author), Wolfgang Huber(Author)
If you are a biologist and want to get the best out of the powerful methods of modern
computational statistics, this is your book. You can visualize and analyze your own data, apply
unsupervised and supervised learning, integrate datasets, apply...

454 pages | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #245385 Jan-2019 9781108705295 £49.99
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Conservation & Biodiversity

The National Atlas of the Arctic [Russian]
VV Abramchenko(Editor)
The culmination of years of intensive scientific research, the National Atlas of the Arctic was
published in 2017 by Rosreestr Roskartografiia. With 495 pages of maps, illustrations, and text
detailing circumpolar Earth above 66° North, this...

496 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Rosreestr Roskartografiia

Paperback #245260 2017 9785952303867 £1150.00

Hot Carbon
Carbon-14 and a Revolution in Science
John F Marra(Author)
There are few fields of science that carbon-14 has not touched. A radioactive isotope of carbon,
it stands out for its unusually long half-life. Best known for its application to estimating the age
of artifacts – carbon dating – carbon-14...

288 pages | 45 illustrations | Columbia University Press

Hardback #245329 Jun-2019 9780231186704 £26.99

Natural History Dioramas – Traditional Exhibits for Current Educational Themes: Socio-
Cultural Aspects
Annette Scheersoi(Editor), Sue Dale Tunnicliffe(Editor)
This book focuses on socio-cultural issues and the potential of using dioramas in museums to
engage various audiences with – and in – contemporary debates and big issues, which society
and the natural environment are facing, such as...

211 pages | 53 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #245369 2018 9783030002077 £99.99

Natural History Dioramas – Traditional Exhibits for Current Educational Themes:
Science Educational Aspects
Annette Scheersoi(Editor), Sue Dale Tunnicliffe(Editor)
This book presents the history of natural history dioramas in museums, their building and
science learning aspects, as well as current developments and their place in the visitor
experience. From the early 1900s, with the passage of time...

215 pages | 67 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #245370 2018 9783030001742 £99.99

The Vinyl Frontier
The Story of the Voyager Golden Record
Jonathan Scott(Author)
Have you ever made someone you love a mix-tape?Forty years ago, a group of scientists,
artists and writers gathered in a house in Ithaca, New York to work on the most important
compilation ever conceived. It wasn't from one person to another, it...

304 pages | Bloomsbury Sigma (Bloomsbury imprint)

Hardback #245372 Mar-2019 9781472956132 £16.99

Star-Gazing Guide to Photoshop Astrophotography Image Processing
Dave Eagle(Author)
Dave Eagle, FRAS, astrophotographer, author and astronomy tutor, has been running a
number of successful hands-on astronomical imaging workshops and outreach for many years.
Following on from this success, he has converted some of the contents of his...

70 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations | Star-Gazing

Paperback #245396 2018 9781999773236 £11.99

Ekologicheskii Atlas Rossii [Ecological Atlas of Russia]
Nikolai Sergeevich Kasimov(Editor)
The Ekologicheskii Atlas Rossii was conceived in response to the current environmental
challenges faced by the global community. It evaluates the state of the environment and
climate in Russian territories and seeks to determine what role Russia...

509 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, 200+ colour maps | Feoriia

Hardback #245582 2017 9785917960340 £799.00

A Natural History of Beer
Rob DeSalle(Author), Ian Tattersall(Author), Patricia J Wynne(Illustrator)
A celebration of beer – its science, its history, and its impact on human cultureWhat can beer
teach us about biology, history, and the natural world? From ancient Mesopotamian
fermentation practices to the resurgent American craft brewery, Rob...

256 pages | 73 b/w illustrations | Yale University Press

Hardback #245603 Apr-2019 9780300233674 £19.99

Rise of the Necrofauna
The Science, Ethics, and Risks of De-Extinction
Britt Wray(Author), George M Church(Foreword By)
What happens when you try to recreate a woolly mammoth – fascinating science, or
conservation catastrophe?In Rise of the Necrofauna, Wray takes us deep into the minds and
labs of some of the world's most progressive thinkers to find out....

293 pages | b/w illustrations | Greystone Books

Paperback #245522 Jun-2019 9781771644723 £12.99
Hardback #235991 2017 9781771641647 £19.99

Irreplaceable
The Fight to Save Our Wild Places
Julian Hoffman(Author)
For readers of George Monbiot, Mark Cocker and Robert Macfarlane – an urgent and lyrical
account of endangered places around the globe and the people fighting to save them.All
across the world, irreplaceable habitats are under threat. Unique...

304 pages | Hamish Hamilton

Hardback #243280 Jun-2019 9780241293881 £19.99

Conservation Politics
The Last Anti-Colonial Battle
David Johns(Author)
Whilst the science of conservation biology is thriving as a discipline, ultimately global
conservation is failing. Why, when the majority of people say they value nature and its
protection? David Johns argues that the loss of species and healthy...

350 pages | 11 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #245192 May-2019 9781316648933 £34.99
Hardback #245193 May-2019 9781107199583 £69.99

Wounded Planet
How Declining Biodiversity Endangers Health and How Bioethics Can Help
Henk AMJ ten Have(Author)
We all depend on environmental biodiversity for clean air, safe water, adequate nutrition,
effective drugs, and protection from infectious diseases. Today's healthcare experts and
policymakers are keenly aware that biodiversity is one of the...

368 pages | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #245288 May-2019 9781421427454 £47.99
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Ornithology

Deer Management for Forest Landowners and Managers
David S DeCalesta(Author), Michael C Eckley(Author)
Focused on the USA, this book is designed to help landowners and forestry professionals
develop, implement, and monitor programs to manage both deer and forests with emphasis on
resolving deer impact issues. Chapters cover management strategies...

352 pages | 96 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Paperback #245407 May-2019 9781466580169 £61.99
Hardback #245406 May-2019 9780367196936 £118.00

Faunal Diversity of Chail Wildlife Sanctuary (District Solan, Himachal Pradesh)
Venki Ramakrishnan(Editor)
The Chail Wildlife Sanctuary is one of the protected areas in the districts of Solan and Shimla
in the northern Indian state Himachal Pradesh. This book gives an overview of the diversity of
wildlife found here, covering both vertebrates and...

159 pages | 8 plates with colour photos; colour illustrations, colour maps |
Zoological Survey of India

Paperback #245412 2018 9788181715104 £28.99

Conserving Europe's Wildlife
Law and Policy of the Natura 2000 Network of Protected Areas
Andrew LR Jackson(Author)
The Natura 2000 network of protected areas is the centrepiece of European Union nature
policy, currently covering almost one-fifth of the EU's entire land territory plus large marine
areas. This vast EU-wide network, which aims to conserve...

312 pages | 1 b/w illustration | Routledge

Hardback #245535 2018 9781138203655 £115.00

Texans on the Brink
Threatened and Endangered Animals
Brian R Chapman(Editor), William I Lutterschmidt(Editor), John H Rappole(Foreword By)
What good is a rattlesnake? What purpose do animals serve? All species play a vital role in
their biological communities, and the removal of just one can have a noticeable and
catastrophic ripple effect.Yet social and political pressures frequently...

236 pages | 155 colour & 3 b/w photos, 2 drawings, 15 maps | Texas A &
M University Press

Hardback #245536 Mar-2019 9781623497316 £40.50

Wildlife Ecology and Management in Mexico
Raul Valdez(Author), José Alfonso Ortega-Santos(Author)
Mexico is the fourteenth largest country in the world and ranks fifth in biodiversity. Located in
the transition zone between the temperate and tropical regions of North and South America,
Mexico is an important migratory corridor for wildlife and...

420 pages | 110 colour photos, 6 illustrations, 25 maps, 21 tables | Texas
A & M University Press

Hardback #245548 Feb-2019 9781623497231 £65.95

Spirit of the Wilderness
Paul Dutton(Author), Ian Player(Foreword By)
This is an autobiographical account of a career in conservation and of an abiding love affair
with Spirit of the Wilderness, a Piper Super Cub, two-seater, light aircraft. It tells of a
partnership between man and machine, which proved invaluable in...

320 pages | 50 colour & 93 b/w photos, illustrations, maps | 30 degrees
South

Paperback #245588 2017 9780994656155 £24.95

Ornithology
Frank B Gill(Author), Richard O Prum(Author), Scott Robinson(Contributor)
Ornithology, 4th Edition is a comprehensive introductory text covering a wide scope of topics
essential for understanding the field of ornithology. This new edition infuses the most current
research and a more conceptual approach alongside an...

864 pages | 400+ colour photos, colour illustrations | W.H. Freeman &
Co. Ltd

Hardback #245482 Feb-2019 9781464184369 £190.00

The Real Roadrunner
Martha Anne Maxon(Author)
The roadrunner, an icon of the Southwest and one of the most beloved birds of the United
States, is also one of the least understood. In The Real Roadrunner, Martha Anne Maxon offers
the most thorough natural history of the greater roadrunner species...

160 pages | 24 colour & 18 b/w illustrations | University of Oklahoma
Press

Paperback #245602 Mar-2019 9780806163093 £37.99
Hardback #159874 2005 9780806136769 £39.99

Birds of Florida
Bill Pranty(Author), Kurt Radamaker(Author), Gregory Kennedy(Author)
Two renowned Florida birders share their expertise and passion in this field guide to more than
300 species of birds found in the Sunshine State. Each account features comprehensive
information on the species and full-colour illustrations.

384 pages | colour illustrations | Lone Pine Publishing

Paperback #245386 2018 9781772130812 £23.99

Roberts Bird Guide
Illustrating Nearly 1,000 Species in Southern Africa
Hugh Chittenden(Editor), Greg Davies(Author), Ingrid Weiersbye(Author)
Initially published in paperback in 2017, the second edition will be rereleased in unchanged
form in hardback in 2019.The Roberts Bird Guide (2nd Edition) has gone to great trouble to
concentrate on, and illustrate, difficult-to-identify species and...

571 pages | plates with colour illustrations; colour photos, colour
distribution maps | Jacana Publishers

Paperback #232310 2017 9781920602017 £19.95
Hardback #245281 Apr-2019 9781920602024 £24.95

Field Guide to the Birds of Colombia
Miles McMullan(Author), Thomas M Donegan(Contributor), Avery Bartels(Contributor), Trevor
Ellery(Contributor), Jorge Enrique Avendaño(Foreword By)
This field guide includes original illustrations of 1,879 species of birds, the majority of which
have been updated from the earlier edition. Field Guide to the Birds of Colombia has been
updated and the quality of printing has been one of the main...

430 pages | colour illustrations, colour distribution maps, colour maps |
Rey Naranjo Editores

Paperback #244954 2018 9789588969626 £44.99

A Naturalist's Guide to the Garden Birds of Britain
Peter Goodfellow(Author), Paul Sterry(Illustrator)
This easy-to-use identification guide to 90 garden bird species most commonly seen in or over
the gardens of Britain and Ireland is perfect for amateur naturalists. High quality photographs
from Britain's top nature photographers are accompanied...

160 pages | 300 colour photos | John Beaufoy Books

Paperback #245258 Apr-2019 9781912081196 £7.99
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The Complete Guide to Australian Birds
George Adams(Author)
This book is the most up-to-date guide to Australian birds available. Written in everyday
language, with crisp, brilliant digital images taken in the wild, this authoritative guide includes-
The first entry and photograph of the previously believed...

576 pages | 1400+ colour photos, b/w distribution maps | Viking Australia

Paperback #245446 Jan-2019 9780143787082 £16.99

The Eagle Owl
Vincenzo Penteriani(Author), María del Mar Delgado(Author)
The definitive work on Europe's largest and most spectacular owl. The Eagle Owl – known
rather more evocatively as the Uhu in German, in reference to its haunting, far-carrying
nocturnal call – is a very large and impressive bird of...

304 pages | plates with colour photos; b/w illustrations | T & AD Poyser
Ltd (A & C Black)

Hardback #235609 Jun-2019 9781472900661 £49.99

Red Coats and Wild Birds
How Military Ornithologists and Migrant Birds Shaped Empire
Kirsten A Greer(Author)
During the nineteenth century, Britain maintained a complex network of garrisons to manage its
global empire. While these bases helped the British to project power and to secure trade
routes, they served more than just a strategic purpose. During...

224 pages | 17 b/w illustrations, 5 b/w maps | University of North Carolina
Press

Paperback #244553 May-2019 9781469649832 £32.50
Hardback #244554 May-2019 9781469649825 £96.95

Pelican
Barbara Allen(Author)
With its distinctive, comical walk, large bill and association with the conservation movement,
the pelican has attained iconic status. But the pelican has a chequered history. Classed as
'unclean' in the King James Bible, the legend of the...

208 pages | 80 colour & 20 b/w photos and illustrations | Reaktion Books

Paperback #244765 Jun-2019 9781789140750 £12.95

A Season on the Wind
Inside the World of Spring Migration
Kenn Kaufman(Author)
A close look at one season in one key site in the USA that reveals the amazing science and
magic of spring bird migration, and the perils of human encroachment.Every spring, billions of
birds sweep north over the USA, driven by ancient instincts to...

272 pages | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Hardback #244862 Apr-2019 9781328566423 £26.99

Birds of Maryland, Delaware, and the District of Columbia
Bruce M Beehler(Author), Middleton Evans(Illustrator), Chandler S Robbins(Foreword By)
A Great Blue Heron wades in the shallows of the Potomac River, scanning for unsuspecting
prey. Sunlight turns the water translucent as a small school of fish rises to the water's surface.
The heron strikes and moments later is swallowing its...

504 pages | 684 colour photos, 2 maps | Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #245285 Mar-2019 9781421427331 £36.99

Ospreys
The Revival of a Global Raptor
Alan F Poole(Author)
Ospreys are one of the few bird species that are found throughout the world. From forests in
Hokkaido to rivers in Oregon and islands off Australia, ospreys steal the show as nature lovers
easily watch them build their massive nests and tend to their...

224 pages | 122 colour photos, 4 colour illustrations, 20 colour maps |
Johns Hopkins University Press

Hardback #245287 May-2019 9781421427157 £26.50

Bird Migration
The Incredible Journeys of North American Birds
Stan Tekiela(Author)
Bird migration captivates us. Where are the birds going? How far will they fly? How do they
know when it's time to leave? And how will they know when to return? Stan Tekiela has been
studying and photographing birds of North America for more than...

120 pages | colour photos | Adventure Publications

Paperback #245301 2018 9781591938149 £10.99

Aves de Portugal Continental: Lista Anotada [Birds of Portugal: An Annotated
Checklist]
Gonçalo Elias(Author)
Aves de Portugal Continental: Lista Anotada has been written with two objectives in mind.
Firstly, to provide an update to the existing species lists and secondly, to make this information
available in a practical and accessible format that can be...

136 pages | no illustrations | Gonçalo Elias (privately published)

Paperback #245305 2017 9781542997652 £12.99

Schweizer Brutvogelatlas 2013–2016: Verbreitung und Bestandsentwicklung der Vögel
in der Schweiz und in Fürstentum Liechtenstein [Swiss Breeding Bird Atlas 2013–2016:
Distribution and Population Trends of Birds in Switzerland and Liechtenstein]
Peter Knaus(Editor)
The state of birdlife reflects our relationship with nature and our landscapes. This Swiss
distribution atlas, available in three languages (German, French or Italian), presents the current
distribution, abundance and altitudinal distribution of all...

648 pages | 345 colour photos, 341 colour illustrations, 1074 colour
distribution maps | Swiss Ornithological Institute

Hardback #245382 2018 9783859490093 £140.00

Atlante degli Uccelli Nidificanti in Svizzera 2013-2016: Distribuzione ed Evoluzione degli
Effettivi degli Uccelli in Svizzera e nel Liechtenstein [Swiss Breeding Bird Atlas 2013–
2016: Distribution and Population Trends of Birds in Switzerland and Liech
Peter Knaus(Editor)
The state of birdlife reflects our relationship with nature and our landscapes. This Swiss
distribution atlas, available in three languages (German, French or Italian), presents the current
distribution, abundance and altitudinal distribution of all...

648 pages | 345 colour photos, 341 colour illustrations, 1074 colour
distribution maps | Swiss Ornithological Institute

Hardback #245383 2018 9783859490116 £140.00

Atlas des Oiseaux Nicheurs de Suisse 2013-2016: Distribution et Évolution des Effectifs
des Oiseaux en Suisse et au Liechtenstein [Swiss Breeding Bird Atlas 2013–2016:
Distribution and Population Trends of Birds in Switzerland and Liechtenstein]
Peter Knaus(Editor)
The state of birdlife reflects our relationship with nature and our landscapes. This Swiss
distribution atlas, available in three languages (German, French or Italian), presents the current
distribution, abundance and altitudinal distribution of all...

648 pages | 345 colour photos, 341 colour illustrations, 1074 colour
distribution maps | Swiss Ornithological Institute

Hardback #245384 2018 9783859490109 £140.00
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Rapaci d'Italia [Raptors of Italy]
Federico Cauli(Editor), Fulvio Genero(Editor)
Thanks to the contribution of over 30 authors, chosen from among Italy's raptor experts and
committed conservationists, Federico Cauli and Fulvio Genero have completed the most
accurate and engaging work ever published on Italian diurnal birds of...

448 pages | 90+ plates with colour & b/w illustrations; 215 colour photos,
colour & b/w illustrations, colour distribution maps | Edizioni Belvedere

Hardback #245395 2017 9788889504550 £84.99

Guia dels Ocells d'Andorra [Guide to the Birds of Andorra]
Jordi Nicolau(Author), Clara Pladevall Izard(Author)
Guia dels Ocells d’Andorra provides an introduction to the environment of Andorra. The main
part of the book describes 126 different species that can be observed here. Each entry gives
the common and scientific name of the species and is...

161 pages | colour illustrations | Centre d'Estudis de la Neu i de la
Muntanya d'Andorra

Paperback #245399 2018 9789992020739 £49.99

Guía de Aves: España, Europa y Región Mediterránea [Collins Bird Guide: The Most
Complete Guide to the Birds of Britain and Europe]
Lars Svensson(Author), Killian Mullarney(Illustrator), Dan Zetterström(Illustrator)
Written by one of Europe's leading ornithologists and illustrated by two of the world's finest bird
illustrators – Killian Mullarney and Dan Zetterström. Covering Britain and Europe, the book
provides all the information needed to...

448 pages | 4000+ colour illustrations, 700 colour distribution maps |
Ediciones Omega

Hardback #245449 2009 9788428215336 £79.99

ANWB Vogelgids van Europa [Collins Bird Guide: The Most Complete Guide to the Birds
of Britain and Europe]
Lars Svensson(Author), Killian Mullarney(Illustrator), Dan Zetterström(Illustrator), Andre J van
Loon(Translated by)
Written by one of Europe's leading ornithologists and illustrated by two of the world's finest bird
illustrators – Killian Mullarney and Dan Zetterström. Covering Britain and Europe, the book
provides all the information needed to...

448 pages | 4000+ colour illustrations, 700 colour distribution maps |
Kosmos Uitgevers

Paperback #245450 2017 9789021565958 £79.99

Guia de Aves: O Guia de Campo Mais Completo das Aves de Portugal e da Europa
[Collins Bird Guide: The Most Complete Guide to the Birds of Europe, North Africa and
the Middle East]
Lars Svensson(Author), Killian Mullarney(Illustrator), Dan Zetterström(Illustrator)
Written by one of Europe's leading ornithologists and illustrated by two of the world's finest bird
illustrators – Killian Mullarney and Dan Zetterström. Covering Britain and Europe, the book
provides all the information needed to...

448 pages | 3500+ colour illustrations, 700 colour distribution maps |
Assirio e Alvim

Paperback #245499 2017 9789723719635 £54.99

Birds of Western Canada
David M Bird(Editor)
The ultimate photographic guide to over 400 birds species found in western Canada, ideal for
bird watchers of all ages.Updated in this 2nd edition to reflect the latest taxonomic data, Birds
of Western Canada is the complete guide to 410 species of...

456 pages | colour photos | Dorling Kindersley Canada

Paperback #245515 Mar-2019 9781553632979 £23.99

Birds of Eastern Canada
David M Bird(Editor)
The ultimate photographic guide to over 350 birds species found in eastern Canada, ideal for
bird watchers of all ages.Updated in this 2nd edition to reflect the latest taxonomic data, Birds
of Eastern Canada is the complete guide to 354 species of...

400 pages | colour photos | Dorling Kindersley Canada

Paperback #245516 Mar-2019 9781553632962 £23.99

The Botswana Birders’ Companion
300 Common and Conspicuous Botswana Birds
Pete Hancock(Author)
The Botswana Birders’ Companion is one of a series of field guides designed for visitors to
Botswana’s wild places. It covers 300 common and conspicuous birds – half the country’s total
number of species. Clear photographs...

124 pages | 300+ colour photos, colour distribution maps, 1 colour map |
Sandor Books

Paperback #245540 2018 9789996805462 £24.99

Bonelli's Eagle / Águila de Bonelli
Tony Peral(Illustrator), Markus Varesvuo(Foreword By), Jose María Gil Sánchez(Contributor)
Águila de Bonelli is Tony Peral's first photographic work, and is a book of photographs
intimately detailing the life of Bonelli’s Eagles, a species to which he has devoted five years of
work in the field. A short 15-page bilingual...

115 pages | colour photos | Tony Peral Photography

Hardback #245553 2018 9788409060450 £61.99

Spain Birds
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species
James R Kavanagh(Author), Raymond Leung(Illustrator)
Given its location as a natural route between Africa and Europe combined with its diverse
habitats, Spain is home to over 450 bird species including 285 that breed here. This beautifully
illustrated guide highlights over 140 familiar and unique...

12 pages | colour illustrations, 1 colour map | Waterford Press

Unbound #245594 Mar-2019 9781620053492 £11.99

Birds of Paradox
The Life of Terns
Peter Trull(Author)
Nesting along the sandy fringe of the North American coast from Maine to Florida, terns are
graceful symbols of our coastal beaches, yet they lead fragile and frantic lives. Join educator,
storyteller, and photographer Peter Trull as he describes the...

96 pages | 100+ colour photos | Schiffer

Hardback #245595 2019 9780764357640 £17.99

Great Britain Birds
A Folding Pocket Guide to Familiar Species of England, Scotland & Wales
James R Kavanagh(Author), Raymond Leung(Illustrator)
A land of birders, the diverse habitats of Great Britain are home to a wealth of bird life including
over 550 species which are constantly changing with the seasons. This beautifully illustrated
guide highlights over 140 familiar and unique species...

12 pages | colour illustrations, 1 colour map | Waterford Press

Unbound #245596 Mar-2019 9781620053546 £11.99
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Botany

Bald Eagles of the Mississippi
Larry Rogers(Author)
Wildlife, landscape, and conservation photographer Larry Rogers shares some of his best
photos as well as the adventure of photographing wild, migratory Bald Eagles during a winter
migration in January 2018. The story begins with the introduction of...

28 pages | colour photos | Larry Rogers (privately published)

Paperback #245597 2018 9781731327727 £15.99

Burrowing Owls
A Visual Essay
Rob Palmer(Author)
Photographer Rob Palmer has a passion for birds of prey and has travelled across the North
American continent in pursuit of images that capture their amazing beauty and behaviours as
they go about their lives in their natural environment. In...

128 pages | 180 colour photos | Amherst Media

Paperback #245598 Jun-2019 9781682034040 £21.99

Thoreau's Notes on Birds of New England
Henry David Thoreau(Author), Francis H Allen(Editor), John James Audubon(Illustrator)
During his two-year residence at Walden Pond, Henry David Thoreau became keenly aware of
the natural world that surrounded him. Entries from his journals reflect his soulful, in-depth
observations of local wildlife, and his remarks on birds are...

512 pages | 16 plates with colour illustrations | Dover Publications

Paperback #245599 May-2019 9780486833842 £13.99

Flora of Japan, Volume 4a
Angiospermae-Monocotyledoneae
Kunio Iwatsuki(Editor), Takasi Yamazaki(Editor), David E Boufford(Editor), Hideaki
Ohba(Editor)
This volume includes details of 1460 species of Monocotyledons from Japan in 21 families.
Volume 4a covers the families Typhaceae, Pandanaceae, Sparganiaceae, Potamogetonaceae,
Najadaceae, Zosteraceae, Scheuchzeriaceae, Alismataceae,...

456 pages | Kodansha

Hardback #32397 Jun-2019 9784061546073 £399.00

Nordens Flora [Nordic Flora]
Bo Mossberg(Illustrator), Lennart Stenberg(Author)
Nordens Flora is the indispensable standard for describing all old and new plants in Sweden,
Denmark, Norway, Finland, the Faroe Islands, Iceland and Spetsbergen in vivid images and
detailed text. It is aimed at beginners and plant hunters, nature...

976 pages | ~2500 colour illustrations, b/w line drawings, b/w distribution
maps | Bonnier Fakta

Hardback #245374 2018 9789174245264 £84.99

Plant Names Simplified
Their Pronunciation, Derivation and Meaning
Adrian Stockdale(Author), AT Johnson(Author), HA Smith(Author)
First published in 1931 by renowned horticulturalist Arthur Johnson, Plant Names Simplified
has become an established classic. Presented in a glossary format, this pocket-sized reference
book gives the name, pronunciation and classification of common...

128 pages | no illustrations | 5M Publishing

Paperback #245445 Apr-2019 9781910455067 £12.95

The Story of Glasgow's Botanic Gardens
Eric W Curtis(Author)
Compiled by former curator Eric Curtis, this is a visual and historical celebration, richly
illustrated with colour photos throughout.

192 pages | 110 colour photos | Argyll Publishing

Paperback #245541 2014 9781908931511 £18.99

Polystichum Cultivars
Variation in the British Shield Ferns
James W Dyce(Author), Robert Sykes(Editor), Martin Rickard(Editor)
The first edition of this guide was published by the British Pteridological Society in 2005, but
has been out of print since about 2013. This is a reprint of the original edition with no
alterations or corrections, but with an added colour section as...

116 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; b/w photos, b/w illustrations |
British Pteridological Society

Paperback #245352 2017 9780950980669 £28.50

Die Orchideen Deutschlands: Finden und Bestimmen [The Orchids of Germany: Finding
and Identifying]
Horst Kretzschmar(Author)
Orchids are among the most popular flowering plants due to their wealth in colours and forms.
Therefore, the desire to find, admire and protect them in the wild is particularly pronounced.
This book contains a systematic overview of all 84 species...

288 pages | 764 colour photos, 69 colour distribution maps | Quelle &
Meyer Verlag

Hardback #245375 2018 9783494017419 £41.99

The Nature of Plant Communities
J Bastow Wilson(Author), Andrew DQ Agnew(Author), Stephen H Roxburgh(Author)
Most people can readily identify a forest, or a grassland, or a wetland – these are the simple
labels we give different plant communities. The aim of The Nature of Plant Communities is to
move beyond these simple descriptions to investigate the...

Cambridge University Press

Hardback #244677 May-2019 9781108482219 £44.99

Carnivorous Plants
Physiology, Ecology, and Evolution
Aaron M Ellison(Editor), Lubomír Adamec(Editor)
Carnivorous plants have fascinated botanists, evolutionary biologists, ecologists, physiologists,
developmental biologists, anatomists, horticulturalists, and the general public for centuries.
Charles Darwin was the first scientist to demonstrate...

526 pages | 16 plates with colour photos and colour illustrations; 110 b/w
photos and b/w illustrations, tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #245509 Feb-2019 9780198833727 £37.99
Hardback #236979 2017 9780198779841 £94.99

Epitaph for the Ash
In Search of Recovery and Renewal
Lisa Samson(Author)
Inspired by her uncle, Lisa Samson has communed with trees since her childhood. Tragically,
a disease from mainland Europe now poses a very serious threat to the ash tree's survival.
Epitaph for the Ash explores how barren our landscape could...

224 pages | HarperCollins

Paperback #245311 Mar-2019 9780007544639 £9.99
Hardback #239590 2018 9780007544615 £12.99
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London is a Forest
Paul Wood(Author)
Can a city be a forest? In London, 8.6 million people are crammed into just 600 square miles
alongside 8.3 million trees, and millions upon millions of other plants, insects and
animals.Following a number of “trails” through the rich...

192 pages | Quadrille Publishing

Hardback #242453 May-2019 9781787133419 £11.99

Flora of Thailand, Volume 14, Part 1
Betulaceae, Buxaceae, Cornaceae (Part 2), Dichapetalaceae, Gelsemiaceae, Morningaceae,
Olacaceae, Podostemaceae, Polygonaceae & Violaceae
Thawatchai Santisuk(Editor), Kongkanda Chayamarit(Editor), Henrik Balslev(Editor)
This volume deals with a long list of families, covering Betulaceae, Buxaceae, the second part
of Cornaceae, Dichapetalaceae, Gelsemiaceae, Morningaceae, Olacaceae, Podostemaceae,
Polygonaceae, and Violaceae.

200 pages | 16 plates with colour photos; 54 b/w line drawings | Forest
Herbarium, Royal Forest Department

Paperback #245140 2018 9786163164759 £94.99

Flora of Thailand, Volume 4, Part 3.1
Leguminosae - Papilionoideae
Thawatchai Santisuk(Editor), Kongkanda Chayamarit(Editor), Henrik Balslev(Editor)
This volume deals with the Leguminosae subfamily Papilionoideae which is its largest
subfamily with 503 genera and ca 14,000 species, distributed throughout the world. Currently
99 genera and 442 species of Papilionoideae are known that occur...

175 pages | 24 plates with colour photos; 36 b/w line drawings | Forest
Herbarium, Royal Forest Department

Paperback #245141 2018 9786163164582 £94.99

Flora of the Sultanate of Oman, Volume 4
The final volume of the Flora of the Sultanate of Oman. For each family, identification keys are
present for genera and species. The species descriptions contain distribution maps and notes
regarding distribution, habitat, flowering and fruiting...

250 pages | b/w distribution maps | National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #245152 2018 £49.99

Trees, Shrubs, and Woody Vines in Kansas
Michael John Haddock(Author), Craig C Freeman(Author)
With its high plains, rolling hills, and river valleys, Kansas is home to a surprisingly diverse
flora, and among these riches are the 166 species of trees, shrubs, and woody vines identified,
described, and pictured in this handy guide. Expanding...

456 pages | ~1000 colour photos, distribution maps | University Press of
Kansas

Paperback #245224 Jun-2019 9780700627684 £29.50

Strelitzias of the World
A Historical & Contemporary Exploration
Himansu Baijnath(Author), Patricia A McCracken(Author)
Strelitzias are ranked one of the world’s five most beautiful flowers and are grown and sold in
the Americas, Europe, Asia and Australasia. They are a small family of plants with a very long
ancestry, linking back several hundred million years...

300 pages | colour illustrations | Jacana Publishers

Hardback #245282 Apr-2019 9780994722126 £24.99

Desmids of Southeast Asia
Yoshiyasu Kanets(Author), Takaaki Yamagishi(Author)
This book is an introduction of Southeast Asian Desmids, and deals with about 950 taxa of 34
genera of this group of algae which includes many taxa observed previously by the present
authors and other coauthors, some species described as new to...

429 pages | 94 b/w plates, 8 photos, 44 illustrations | Bishen Singh
Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #245298 2018 9788121109833 £120.00

Plant Diversity in the Himalaya Hotspot Region (2-Volume Set)
Abhaya Prasad Das(Editor), Subir Bera(Editor)
The book entitled Plant Diversity in the Himalaya Hotspot Region is an attempt to review the
works on flora and vegetation all along the Himalaya Hotspot region and extending to the
North-east India. Apart from major categories of the plant kingdom...

998 pages | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #245299 2018 9788121109468 £215.00

Indo-Burmese Phyllanthaceae
A Taxonomic Revision
Tapas Chakrabarty(Author), Nambiyath P Balakrishnan(Author)
The family Phyllanthaceae is a segregate of the heterogeneous mega-family Euphorbiaceae,
based on phylogenetic considerations, placed in the order Malpighiales under Eudicotidae, a
clade in flowering plants. The family is distinct in their pollen...

437 pages | 93 colour photos | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #245300 2018 9788121109840 £99.99

Orchids in Eastern Ghats, India
Kothareddy Prasad(Author), Subbiah Karuppusamy(Author), T Pullaiah(Author)
The book gives complete details of the orchids in Eastern Ghats. Brief details of Eastern Ghats,
its geology, soils, climate etc, are given at the beginning. A bracketed key to the genera and
key to the species is also included. It is followed by...

320 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Scientific Publishers

Paperback #245316 2018 9789387893894 £190.00

Blue-Green Algal Flora of Alwar and its Environ
Pramod Kumar Jain(Author)
This book is based on the research work of the author, concluded in 1998. Work on algal
oristics in India is of comparatively recent origin. The present work is the first comprehensive
record of the blue-green algal flora of Alwar, a city in...

357 pages | b/w illustrations | RBSA Publishers

Hardback #245317 2018 9788176117739 £44.99

Sedges of the Northern Forest: A Photographic Guide
Jerry Jenkins(Author)
The Northern Forest Region lies between the oak forests of the eastern United States and the
boreal forests of eastern Canada. It is, collectively, one of the largest and most continuous
temperate forests left in the world and, like much of the...

96 pages | 500 colour photos, 1 colour map | Comstock Publishing
Associates

Paperback #245339 Apr-2019 9781501727085 £12.99

Sedges of the Northern Forest: Quick Guide
Jerry Jenkins(Author)
Sedges of the Northern Forest: Quick Guide contains two double-sided photographic charts
that allow users to see high-res, close-up images of the more than 200 sedges in the Northern
Forest region. The map-sized folding charts are water-resistant and...

4 pages | 225 colour photos | Comstock Publishing Associates

Unbound #245340 Apr-2019 9781501727092 £14.99
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Start to Identify Sedges & Rushes
Faith Anstey(Author)
The aim of this little book is the same as that of  Start to Identify Grasses: to simplify the
identification of the commonest British sedges and rushes by using field characters, rather than
microscopes and complex keys.Although the entry level...

36 pages | ~100 colour photos | Faith Anstey (privately published)

Paperback #245358 Feb-2019 9780993493331 £7.50

Repeated Evolution of Highly Metal Tolerant Ecotypes in Alyssum montanum L.
Andreas Gerth(Author)
The author describes the adaptation to metal contaminated soils of various populations of
Alyssum montanum L. (Brassicaceae) by conducting a large scale tolerance experiment,
cytotype characterization, population genetic analyses and an exploratory...

196 pages | 49 illustrations, 43 tables | J. Cramer Verlag

Paperback #245365 2018 9783443643263 £69.99

Field Guide to the Grasses of Oregon and Washington
Cindy Talbott Roche(Author), Richard Brainerd(Author), Barbara L Wilson(Author), Nick
Otting(Author), Robert C Korfhage(Author)
Field Guide to the Grasses of Oregon and Washington is an illustrated guide to all 365
species, subspecies, and varieties of grasses – both native and introduced – that grow wild in
Oregon and Washington. It also has broad applicability...

488 pages | colour photos, 8 b/w illustrations, distribution maps | Oregon
State University Press

Paperback #245402 May-2019 9780870719592 £35.50

Edible Wild Plants of the Prairie
An Ethnobotanical Guide
Kelly Kindscher(Author)
Long before sunflower seeds became a popular snack food, they were a foodstuff valued by
Native Americans. For some 10,000 years, from the end of the Pleistocene to the 1800s, the
indigenous peoples of the plains regarded edible native plants, like...

224 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w distribution maps | University Press of
Kansas

Paperback #245413 1987 9780700603251 £18.50

Native Flora of Louisiana
Margaret Stones(Illustrator), Lowell E Urbatsch(Contributor)
Praised as one of the most accomplished botanical artists of the twentieth century, Margaret
Stones served as the principal illustrator for Curtis's Botanical Magazine of the Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew, for twenty-five years. A recipient of the...

488 pages | colour illustrations | Louisiana State University Press

Hardback #245415 2018 9780807170236 £425.00

Slime
How Algae Created Us, Plague Us, and Just Might Save Us
Ruth Kassinger(Author)
Say "algae" and most people think of pond scum. What they don't know is that without algae,
none of us would exist.There are as many algae on Earth as stars in the universe, and they
have been essential to life on our planet for eons....

288 pages | Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Hardback #245442 Jun-2019 9780544432932 £26.99

The Tale of the Three Little Pigments
Howard Thomas(Author)
Plants colour our world. How and why they do this are questions that have brought out the
extremes of human behaviour, from the highest scientific achievements to the depths of human
irrationality. It's a stirring tale. Are you sitting...

196 pages | 76 colour photos and colour illustrations | Howard Thomas
(privately published)

Paperback #245451 2018 9780995475137 £16.99

A Guide to Orchids of Laos
Stephan W Gale(Author), Pankaj Kumar(Author), Thatsaphone Phaxaysombath(Author)
Laos is a landlocked country that lies at the heart of the Indo-Burma Biodiversity Hotspot, one
of the world's most biodiverse and most threatened eco-regions. Until a few decades ago,
virtually the entire country was clothed in tropical lowland...

212 pages | colour photos | Natural History Publications Borneo

Paperback #245477 2018 9789838121897 £29.99

Wildflowers of the Atlantic Southeast
Laura Cotterman(Author), Damon Waitt(Author), Alan S Weakley(Author)
Wildflowers of the Atlantic Southeast describes and illustrates 1,250 species commonly
encountered in Virginia, West Virginia, Maryland, Delaware, New Jersey, Washington D.C.,
North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia. This comprehensive guide...

512 pages | colour photos, distribution maps | Timber Press

Paperback #245478 2019 9781604697605 £28.99

Temperate Garden Plant Families
The Essential Guide to Identification and Classification
Peter Goldblatt(Author), John C Manning(Author)
Determining which family a plant belongs to is a crucial horticultural skill. Organizing plants by
family provides a framework for thinking about plant characteristics and for arranging
thousands of plant names in a coherent and predictive pattern....

296 pages | colour photos, b/w line drawings | Timber Press

Hardback #245479 Jun-2019 9781604694987 £39.99

Fantastic Fungi
Paul Stamets(Editor), Louie Schwartzberg(Foreword By), Eugenia Bone(Contributor), Suzanne
Simard(Contributor), Roland Griffiths(Contributor), Jay Harman(Contributor), William
Richards(Contributor), Andrew Weil(Contributor), Michael Pollan(Contributor)
Contributions from Michael Pollan, Andrew Weil, Eugenia Bone, and many more expterts make
Fantastic Fungi an awe-inspiring visual journey through the exotic, little-known realm of fungi
and its amazing potential to positively influence our lives.An...

160 pages | colour photos | Earth Aware Editions

Hardback #245481 May-2019 9781683837046 £24.99

Flora Amabilis: 100 Pflanzen der Schweiz, die Sie Kennen Sollten [Flora Amabilis: 100
Plants of Switzerland That You Should Know]
Adrian Möhl(Author), Denise Sonney(Illustrator)
Basing itself in the Flora Helvetica and Flora Alpina: Flora Amabilis, the most loved plants of
Switzerland. 100 drawings, elegantly bound, in a handy format. What are the 100 plants that
every Swiss man and woman should know?Does this include the...

224 pages | 107 colour illustrations | Verlag Paul Haupt

Hardback #245493 2017 9783258080277 £49.99
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Mammals

Die Biblische Pflanzenwelt [Plant World of the Bible]
Hans Arne Jensen(Author)
Die Biblische Pflanzenwelt brings to the German speaking audience an updated version of Dr.
agro. Hans Arne Jensen’s Danish book Bibelens Planteverden (Rhodos 2004) and the English
edition Plant World of the Bible (AuthorHouse, USA 2012).The...

240 pages | 20 plates with colour illustrations; 117 b/w illustrations |
Verlag Dr Kovač

Paperback #245494 2017 9783830091561 £74.99

Flora of the Sultanate of Oman (4-Volume Set)
Shahina A Ghazanfar(Author)
The Flora of the Sultanate of Oman contains descriptions of all the flora found here. For each
family, identification keys are present for genera and species. The species descriptions contain
distribution maps and notes regarding distribution,...

1100 pages | b/w distribution maps, includes colour photos on CD-ROMs
| National Botanic Garden of Belgium

Paperback #245510 2018 £125.00

Spirulina (Arthrospira)
Taxonomy, Biology and Applications
N Jeeji Bai(Author), Beena B Nair(Author), V Shashirekha(Author)
This book covers all essential information on the free-floating filamentous cyanobacterium
Spirulina (genus Arthrospira) for interested students and specialists, and provides a broad
outline on all aspects in the relevant chapters. However, emphasis...

112 pages | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #245519 2018 9788121109536 £59.99

Bryophyte Taxonomy
Methods, Practices and Floristic Exploration
Patricia Geissler(Editor), Stanley Wilson Greene(Editor)
This is a reprint from Nova Hedwigia Beihefte volume 71, originally published in 1982, which
contains the proceedings of the International Association of Bryologists Taxonomic Workshop
Meeting, held in Genève from the 27th of August to the 2nd...

558 pages | Bishen Singh Mahendra Pal Singh

Hardback #245520 1996 £165.00

The Families and Genera of Vascular Plants, Volume 15
Flowering Plants. Eudicots - Apiales, Gentianales (except Rubiaceae)
Joachim W Kadereit(Editor), Volker Bittrich(Editor)
This volume covers the orders Apiales (Asterids I) and Gentianales (except Rubiaceae;
Asterids II). It is the last of five volumes to (almost) complete the treatment of the Asterids in this
series after publication of Volumes 6 (Cornales, Ericales,...

556 pages | 85 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #245529 Jan-2019 9783319936048 £149.99

The Lichens of Croatia
Helmut Mayrhofer(Author), Lisa-Marie Konrad(Author), Matthias Prettner(Author), Katharina
Seifter(Author), Peter O Bilovitz(Author)
This back issue of the Austrian journal Phyton is based on a comprehensive evaluation of 447
publications concerning Croatia.A total of 1116 taxa (1085 species with 10 subspecies, 20
varieties, and 1 form) of lichens (lichenized fungi), 30 species of...

102 pages | no illustrations | Verlag Ferdinand Berger & Söhne GmbH

Journal Back
Volume

#245546 2018 £79.99

Flora del Paraguay, Volume 49: Alismataceae
Samuli Lehtonen(Author)
Volume 49 covers the family Alismataceae, which has a cosmopolitan distribution with 14
genera and some 95 species worldwide. In Paraguay it is represented by three genera and 12
species.

42 pages | 6 b/w line drawings, 11 b/w distribution maps | Conservatoire
et Jardin Botanique Ville de Genève

Paperback #245608 2018 9782827705511 £17.99

Flora del Paraguay, Volume 50: Lauraceae
Luciano Bernardi(Author)
Volume 50 covers the pantropical family Lauraceae. Worldwide, this family contains some 50
genera and between 2500 to 3500 species. In Paraguay it is represented by five genera and
20 species.

96 pages | 29 b/w photos and b/w line drawings, 20 b/w distribution maps
| Conservatoire et Jardin Botanique Ville de Genève

Paperback #245609 2018 £26.99

CRC Handbook of Marine Mammal Medicine
Frances MD Gulland(Editor), Leslie A Dierauf(Editor), Karyl L Whitman(Editor)
For three decades, CRC Handbook of Marine Mammal Medicine has been acknowledged as
the most respected scientific reference specifically devoted to marine mammal medicine and
health. Written by approximately 100 contributors who are recognized...

1124 pages | 91 Tables, black and white; 201 Illustrations, color; 47
Illustrations, black and white | CRC Press

Hardback #245337 2018 9781498796873 £108.00

Keepers of the Wolves
Richard P Thiel(Author)
Original edition published in 2001 as Keepers of the Wolves: The Early Years of Wolf
Recovery in Wisconsin.It was 1978, and gray wolves had been extinct in Wisconsin for twenty
years. Still, there were rumors from the state's northwestern...

264 pages | 25 b/w illustrations, 6 maps | University of Wisconsin Press

Paperback #245302 2018 9780299320744 £22.95

Mammal Tracks & Sign
A Guide to North American Species
Mark Elbroch(Author), Casey McFarland(Author)
The most comprehensive reference guide to mammal tracks and sign for North America. This
new edition is more visual, with more than 1300 photos and 450 illustrations for easy
comparison and identification of similar sign. Each species account...

844 pages | 1325 colour photos, 450 b/w illustrations | Stackpole Books

Paperback #245430 Jul-2019 9780811737746 £32.95

Field Guide to the Mammals of South-East Asia
Charles M Francis(Author)
South-east Asia is one of the richest and most diverse parts of the world in terms of mammals,
and species new to science are still being described on a regular basis. The only
comprehensive guide to mammals of the region has now been revised and...

416 pages | 70 plates with colour illustrations, b/w illustrations, colour
distribution maps | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #245578 Jun-2019 9781472934970 £34.99
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Veldgids Europese Zoogdieren [Field Guide to European Mammals]
Peter Twisk(Author), Annemarie van Diepenbeek(Author), Jan Piet Bekker(Author)
This practical mammal guide is intended both as a field guide and a reference work at home. It
brings together all the mammals of Europe and their tracks in a beautifully edited guide,
including species new to Europe such as the Levant mole and the...

392 pages | colour photos, colour & b/w illustrations, colour distribution
maps | KNNV Uitgeverij

Hardback #245394 Feb-2019 9789050116879 £31.99

A Puget Sound Orca in Captivity
The Fight to Bring Lolita Home
Sandra Pollard(Author), David Neiwert(Foreword By)
On August 8, 1970, the Southern Resident orcas of Puget Sound were herded into Penn Cove
on Whidbey Island by explosives, spotter planes and speedboats in a coordinated effort to
capture seven young whales. Between 1964 and 1976, dozens of these...

128 pages | History Press Library Editions

Paperback #245584 Jan-2019 9781467140379 £23.99

I, Mammal
The Story of What Makes Us Mammals
Liam Drew(Author)
Humans are mammals. Most of us appreciate that at some level. But what does it mean for us
to have more in common with a horse and an elephant than we do with a parrot, snake or frog?
After a misdirected football left new father Liam Drew clutching a...

336 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Paperback #244172 May-2019 9781472922915 £9.99
Hardback #234929 2017 9781472922892 £16.99

Ecology and Management of Wild Pigs in North America
John J Mayer(Editor)
Wild pigs are an emerging issue as populations in North America and across the globe have
grown very quickly in recent decades. Along with wild pigs come a multitude of costs that
outweigh benefits. Feral swine cause significant damage to...

380 pages | 110 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #235117 Jun-2019 9781138035812 £76.99

Following Fifi
My Adventures Among Wild Chimpanzees: Lessons from Our Closest Relatives
John Crocker(Author), Dame Jane Goodall(Foreword By)
One chimpanzee would captivate him. Her name was Fifi, and she displayed extraordinary
patience and reassurance towards her infant, Freud. Upon returning home and becoming a
doctor, Crocker found himself incorporating the lessons he learned from Fifi...

272 pages | 24 plates with colour photos | Pegasus Books

Paperback #245496 Apr-2019 9781643130392 £12.99
Hardback #235965 2017 9781681775685 £20.99

Till the Cows Come Home
The Story of Our Eternal Dependence
Philip Walling(Author)
The story of the relationship between humankind and cattle, from the Sunday Times
bestselling author of Counting Sheep. To tell the story of the relationship between humankind
and cattle is to tell the story of civilisation itself. Since the...

389 pages | 16 plates with colour photos and b/w illustrations | Atlantic
Books

Paperback #244288 Jun-2019 9781786493071 £9.99
Hardback #241190 2018 9781786493064 £14.99

Tracking the Highland Tiger
In Search of Scottish Wildcats
Marianne Taylor(Author)
A mysterious and rarely seen beast, the Scottish Wildcat is Britain's rarest mammal, and one of
the most endangered carnivores in the world.While looking somewhat like a beefed-up version
of the familiar tabby cat, Scottish Wildcats are fierce...

272 pages | b/w illustrations | Bloomsbury Publishing

Hardback #244908 Jun-2019 9781472900920 £13.99

Felines of the World
Discoveries in Taxonomic Classification and History
Giovanni Giuseppe Bellani(Author)
Felines of the World: Discoveries in Taxonomic Classification and History provides the most
vital and recent taxonomic, palaeontological, phylogenetic, and DNA advances of wild felid
species and the domestic cat following the guidelines dictated by...

316 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #245065 Jun-2019 9780128165034 £71.95

Return of the Wolf
Conflict & Coexistence
Paula Wild(Author)
Wolves were once common throughout North America and Eurasia. But by the early twentieth
century, bounties and organized hunts had drastically reduced their numbers. Today, the wolf
is returning to its ancestral territories, and the...

272 pages | 75 b/w photos | Douglas & McIntyre

Hardback #245253 Mar-2019 9781771622066 £32.99

Yellowstone Cougars
Ecology Before and After Wolf Restoration
Toni K Ruth(Author), Polly C Buotte(Author), Maurice G Hornocker(Author)
Yellowstone Cougars examines the effect of wolf restoration on the cougar population in
Yellowstone National Park – one of the largest national parks in the American West. No other
study has ever specifically addressed the theoretical and...

525 pages | 84 illustrations | University Press of Colorado

Hardback #245254 Jan-2019 9781607328285 £105.00

Dog Behavior
Modern Science and Our Canine Companions
James C Ha(Author), Tracy L Campion(Author)
Dog Behavior: Modern Science and Our Canine Companions provides readers with a better
understanding of canine science, including evolutionary concepts, ethograms, brain structures
and development, sensory perspectives, the science of emotions, social...

230 pages | Academic Press

Paperback #245400 Dec-2018 9780128164983 £30.95

Liontide
Christopher McBride(Author)
First published in 1990. In May, 1979, Christopher McBride and his family loaded up a Land
Rover and, leaving Timbavati in South Africa behind, travelled over 2000 kilometers to the
heart of the Kalahari wastes.They set up a base camp in Savuti,...

236 pages | Christopher McBride (privately published)

Paperback #245419 2018 9781943650927 £25.99
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Reptiles & Amphibians

Marine & Freshwater Biology

Wild Horses of the Summer Sun
A Memoir of Iceland
Tory Bilski(Author)
A wondrous story of adventure and friendship featuring a group of women who ride Icelandic
horses.Each June, Tory Bilski meets up with fellow women travelers in Reykjavik where they
head to northern Iceland, near the Greenland Sea. They escape their...

336 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Pegasus Books

Hardback #245423 May-2019 9781643130644 £19.99

The Last Elephants
Don Pinnock(Editor), Colin Bell(Editor), HRH The Duke of Cambridge(Foreword By)
Amazing photographs of elephants accompany narratives from researchers, scientists, and
conservationists celebrating elephants and calling for their preservationAfrican savanna
elephants – among the most magnificent and beloved of our fellow...

448 pages | 250+ colour photos | Smithsonian Books

Paperback #245426 Apr-2019 9781588346636 £39.99

Dialogues on the Human Ape
Laurent Dubreuil(Author), Sue Savage-Rumbaugh(Author)
Humanness is typically defined by our capacity for language and abstract thinking. Yet
decades of research led by the primatologist Sue Savage-Rumbaugh have shown that
chimpanzees and bonobos can acquire human language through signing and...

248 pages | 6 b/w photos | University of Minnesota Press

Paperback #245474 Dec-2018 9781517905651 £20.99
Hardback #245473 Dec-2018 9781517905644 £88.99

Mongooses of the World
Andrew Jennings(Author), Géraldine Veron(Author)
Mongooses are a remarkable and fascinating group of small carnivores, with 25 species
occurring in Africa and nine in Asia. They live within a wide variety of habitats, from open
savannah to dense rainforest, and display an amazing diversity in...

192 pages | 130 colour photos, 10 colour illustrations, 35 colour
distribution maps | Whittles Publishing

Paperback #245484 Jun-2019 9781849954358 £18.99

The Horse in the City
Living Machines in the Nineteenth Century
Clay McShane(Author), Joel A Tarr(Author)
The nineteenth century was the golden age of the horse. In urban America, the indispensable
horse provided the power for not only vehicles that moved freight, transported passengers, and
fought fires but also equipment in breweries, mills, foundries,...

280 pages | 42 b/w illustrations | Johns Hopkins University Press

Paperback #245544 2011 9781421400433 £24.50
Hardback #245545 2007 9780801886003 £41.50

Horses at Work
Harnessing Power in Industrial America
Ann Norton Greene(Author)
Historians have long assumed that new industrial machines and power sources eliminated
work animals from nineteenth-century America, yet a bird's-eye view of nineteenth-century
society would show millions of horses supplying the energy necessary...

336 pages | 26 b/w photos, 3 illustrations | Harvard University Press

Hardback #245547 2008 9780674031296 £28.95

Python regius
Atlas of Colour Morphs - Keeping and Breeding
Stefan Broghammer(Author)
The first edition of the Ball-Python-Atlas was already celebrated by fans of this giant snake as
the ultimate. Since then, there has been a lot of development in breeding, which is why expert
Stefan Broghammer presents an updated and vastly expanded...

440 pages | 1200+ colour photos | Natur und Tier-Verlag

Hardback #245279 Dec-2018 £79.99

The Field Herping Guide
Finding Amphibians and Reptiles in the Wild
Mike Pingleton(Author), Joshua David Holbrook(Author)
Herping is the observation of amphibians and reptiles for recreation or for the production of
citizen science – the coldblooded equivalent of birding. The Field Herping Guide: Finding
Amphibians and Reptiles in the Wild is the first book to...

352 pages | 244 colour photos | University of Georgia Press

Paperback #244548 Jun-2019 9780820354583 £27.50

Snakes of Central and Western Africa
Jean-Philippe Chippaux(Author), Kate Jackson(Author)
Nobody knows exactly how many snake species live in the biodiversity hotspots of Western
and Central Africa. While field guides abound that make mammals, birds, and even insects
identifiable for residents, travelers, and scientists, half a...

544 pages | 429 colour photos, 155 colour distribution maps | Johns
Hopkins University Press

Hardback #244918 Jun-2019 9781421427195 £62.99

A Complete Guide to Australian Frogs
Simon Clulow(Author), Mike Swan(Author)
Throughout much of the world, frog populations are declining and some species are
disappearing totally. In Australia, several species have become extinct in the past 25 years.A
Complete Guide to Australian Frogs provides concise accounts of all the...

304 pages | colour photos, colour distribution maps | Australian
Geographic Pty Ltd

Paperback #245341 2018 9781925694918 £54.99

Reptile Odyssey
Adventures of a Herpetologically-Oriented Life
Bill Love(Author)
Bill Love follows his passion. His career with reptiles includes lecturing, writing, photographing,
leading tours, breeding, importing / exporting, fieldherping, and simply observing them. Bill's
history, travels, and commentaries span a wide...

Ecouniverse Herpetological Publishing

Paperback #245355 2018 9781938850226 £79.99
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Evolutionary Biology

Guide des Poissons des Récifs Coralliens [Collins Pocket Guide to Coral Reef Fishes,
Indo-Pacific and Caribbean]
Ewald Lieske(Author), Robert F Meyers(Author), Y Bouchon-Navaro(Translated by)
This identification guide identifies and describes over 2,100 species of coral reef fish from the
Caribbean, Pacific Ocean and Indian Ocean (including the Red Sea). All species visible up to
60 m deep are included. The text gives description,...

400 pages | 2500+ colour illustrations | Delachaux et Niestle

Hardback #245559 2016 9782603024645 £49.99

Vernal Pools
Natural History and Conservation
Elizabeth A Colburn(Author)
Vernal Pools is the first book-length synthesis of the natural history, ecology, and conservation
of the seasonally wet pools that occur throughout the formerly glaciated region of eastern North
America – essentially the Great Lakes Basin, New...

426 pages | 32 colour & 42 b/w illustrations | McDonald & Woodward
Publishing

Paperback #245417 2004 9780939923915 £30.99
Hardback #155950 2004 9780939923922 £39.99

Marine Fish of the Channel Islands
Paul Chambers(Author), Alex Plaster(Author)
Situated on the southern edge of the British Isles, the Channel Islands have a diverse range of
fish species, many of which are rare or absent from UK waters. This includes sharks that can
reach several metres in length through to gobies of just a...

298 pages | colour photos, colour illustrations, colour distribution maps |
Charonia Media

Paperback #245252 2018 9780956065568 £22.99

Still Water
The Deep Life of the Pond
John Lewis-Stempel(Author)
The countryside pond is the moorhen's reedy home, the frog's ancient breeding place, the kill
zone of the beautiful dragonfly. More than a hundred rare and threatened fauna and flora
depend on it.Written in gorgeous prose, Still Water tells...

304 pages | Doubleday

Hardback #245257 Mar-2019 9780857524577 £11.99

Species Photographic Plates, Mediterranean Skates, Rays and Chimaeras
These waterproof plates with detailed photographs of skates, rays and chimaeras from the
Mediterranean region are designed to be a practical tool for data collectors in the field. They
supplement FAO's field guide and cards available for FAO...

14 pages | plates with colour photos | Food and Agriculture Organisation

Paperback #245289 2018 9789251305546 £48.50

Ask an Ocean Explorer
Everything You Need to Know about Our Oceans in 25 Questions
Jonathan Copley(Author)
'Our everyday lives are connected to the deep ocean in ways we seldom realise.' Between
these pages is everything you need to know about our oceans, explained in 25 questions. In
Ask an Ocean Explorer marine biologist of over 20 years and...

288 pages | Hodder & Stoughton

Hardback #245295 Feb-2019 9781473696877 £16.99

Fishes in Lagoons and Estuaries in the Mediterranean, Volume 1
Diversity, Bioecology and Exploitation
Mohamed Hichem Kara(Author), Jean-Pierre Quignard(Author)
Lagoons and estuaries are transition spaces between earth and sea. Beyond their expanse,
geographic repartition, geomorphological, hydroclimatic and ecobiological diversity and
biodiversity, they play an important role in regional economies and are...

288 pages | Wiley-ISTE

Hardback #245315 2018 9781786302441 £110.00

Rivers of the Alps
Diversity in Nature and Culture
Susanne Muhar(Editor), Andreas Muhar(Editor), Dominik Siegrist(Editor), Gregory
Egger(Editor)
This book is the richly illustrated result of a major geographic project bringing together the
expert knowledge of more than 130 authors from six Alpine countries on the nature and
ecology, as well as the culture and economy of the Alpine rivers.The...

480 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Verlag Paul Haupt

Hardback #245366 May-2019 9783258081175 £69.99

Die Flüsse der Alpen: Vielfalt in Natur und Kultur [Rivers of the Alps: Diversity in Nature
and Culture]
Susanne Muhar(Editor), Andreas Muhar(Editor), Dominik Siegrist(Editor), Gregory
Egger(Editor)
This book is the richly illustrated result of a major geographic project bringing together the
expert knowledge of more than 130 authors from six Alpine countries on the nature and
ecology, as well as the culture and economy of the Alpine rivers.The...

480 pages | colour photos, colour maps | Verlag Paul Haupt

Hardback #245367 May-2019 9783258081144 £69.99

Basisgids Strandvondsten [Basic Guide to Beach Finds]
Rykel de Bruyne(Author), Adriaan Gmelig Meyling(Author)
Those who keep their eyes peeled during a walk on the beach will be surprised at what washes
up. Crustaceans, shells and sea stars are popular finds, but not many people know what
species they are. Who knows that the black enlongated cushion-shaped...

144 pages | colour photos | KNNV Uitgeverij

Paperback #245391 Apr-2019 9789050116855 £19.99

The Sea Around Us
Rachel Louise Carson(Author), Sylvia A Earle(Introduction By)
Originally published in 1951, The Sea Around Us is one of the most influential books ever
written about the natural world. Rachel Carson's ability to combine scientific insight with poetic
prose catapulted her book to the top of The New York...

256 pages | Oxford University Press USA

Paperback #245495 2018 9780190906764 £17.99

Ocean Outbreak
Confronting the Rising Tide of Marine Disease
Drew Harvell(Author)
There is a growing crisis in our oceans as rates of infectious disease outbreaks are on the rise.
Marine epidemics have the potential to cause a mass die-off of wildlife from the bottom to the
top of the food chain, impacting the health of ocean...

224 pages | 17 b/w illustrations, 6 maps | University of California Press

Hardback #245589 May-2019 9780520296978 £20.99
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Numbers and the Making of Us
Counting and the Course of Human Cultures
Caleb Everett(Author)
Carved into our past, woven into our present, numbers shape our perceptions of the world and
of ourselves much more than we commonly think. Numbers and the Making of Us is a
sweeping account of how numbers radically enhanced our species'...

297 pages | 7 b/w photos, 1 b/w illustration | Harvard University Press

Paperback #245507 Apr-2019 9780674237810 £12.95
Hardback #235076 2017 9780674504431 £20.95

The Theory That Changed Everything
"On the Origin of Species" as a Work in Progress
Philip Lieberman(Author)
Few people have done as much to change how we view the world as Charles Darwin. Yet On
the Origin of Species is more cited than read. Some of it is considered outdated; in some ways,
it has been consigned to the nineteenth century. In The Theory That...

224 pages | b/w illustrations | Columbia University Press

Paperback #245444 May-2019 9780231178099 £18.99
Hardback #235911 2017 9780231178082 £23.99

Atlas of a Lost World
Travels in Ice Age America
Craig Childs(Author)
From the author of Apocalyptic Planet, an unsparing, vivid, revelatory travelogue through
prehistory that traces the arrival of the First People in North America twenty thousand years
ago and the artifacts that enable us to imagine their lives and...

288 pages | Black and white illustrations throughout | Random House

Paperback #245454 Apr-2019 9780345806314 £12.99
Hardback #237664 2018 9780307908650 £22.50

Leaving the Wild
The Unnatural History of Dogs, Cats, Cows, and Horses
Gavin Ehringer(Author)
The domestication of animals changed the course of human history. But what about the
animals who abandoned their wild existence in exchange for our care and protection?
Domestication has proven to be a wildly successful survival strategy. But this...

336 pages | 16 plates with colour photos | Pegasus Books

Paperback #245497 Mar-2019 9781643130361 £12.99
Hardback #239472 2017 9781681775562 £22.99

Evolution in Isolation
The Search for an Island Syndrome in Plants
Kevin C Burns(Author)
Oceanic islands are storehouses for unique creatures. Zoologists have long been fascinated by
island animals because they break all the rules. Speedy, nervous, little birds repeatedly evolve
to become plump, tame and flightless on islands. Equally...

243 pages | 78 b/w illustrations | Cambridge University Press

Hardback #245169 May-2019 9781108422017 £64.99

Genesis
On the Deep Origin of Societies
Edward O Wilson(Author)
Asserting that religious creeds and philosophical questions can be reduced to purely genetic
and evolutionary components, and that the human body and mind have a physical base
obedient to the laws of physics and chemistry, Genesis demonstrates that...

224 pages | Allen Lane

Hardback #245255 Apr-2019 9780241388594 £17.99

Superior
The Fatal Return of Race Science
Angela Saini(Author)
'We can draw lines across the world any way we choose, and in the history of race science,
people have. What matters isn't where the lines are drawn, but what they mean.'Modern
science is pivotal in our understanding of race not because...

272 pages | Fourth Estate

Paperback #245310 May-2019 9780008293833 £14.99

Homo Problematis Solvendis – Problem-Solving Man
A History of Human Creativity
David H Cropley(Author)
This book presents the history of modern human creativity/innovation through examples of
solutions to basic human needs that have been developed over time. The title – Homo
problematis solvendis – is a play on the scientific...

165 pages | 32 b/w illustrations, 15 tables | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #245312 Jan-2019 9789811331008 £22.99

The Social Leap
The New Evolutionary Science of Who We Are, Where We Come From, and What Makes Us
Happy
William von Hippel(Author)
A wide-ranging exploration of how our species' evolution has shaped our behaviour, prioritised
social skills over physical dominance, and affected nearly every facet of modern life, in work,
play, ageing, our quest for the good life from leading...

304 pages | Harper Wave

Hardback #245338 Dec-2018 9780062740397 £19.99

Spare Parts
In Praise of Your Appendix and Other Unappreciated Organs
Carol Ann Rinzler(Author)
A tribute to the parts we can live without... or can we?Spare Parts sheds light on human body
parts once considered extraneous but now with modern medicine and modern medical
paraphernalia shown to play an important role in our healthful survival....

288 pages | b/w illustrations | Sky Pony Press

Hardback #245401 2017 9781510712508 £17.99

The War Between Trees and Grasses
Howard Thomas(Author)
There's a co-evolutionary bond between trees, grasses and people which has its origins in the
earliest era of life on land. This book traces the history of this edgy relationship, revealing its
decisive role in the physiological, psychological...

154 pages | 26 colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w illustrations |
Howard Thomas (privately published)

Paperback #245453 2017 9780995475113 £16.50

The Chronicles of Evolution
Shuzhen Sim(Editor), Benjamin Seet(Editor), Sydney Brenner(Foreword By)
Humans now wield a greater influence on the planet than any other species in history, and
human-developed technologies like genetic engineering and artificial intelligence stand poised
to overtake biological evolution. Just how did we arrive at this...

272 pages | World Scientific Publishing

Hardback #245467 2019 9789811187186 £59.99
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Ecology

Blueprint
The Evolutionary Origins of a Good Society
Nicholas A Christakis(Author)
A cutting-edge exploration of the ancient roots of goodness in civilization, arguing that our
genes have shaped societies for our welfare and that, in a feedback loop stretching back many
thousands of years, societies have shaped, and are still...

496 pages | Illustrations | Little, Brown Spark

Hardback #245472 Mar-2019 9780316230032 £29.99

Lost Anatomies
The Evolution of the Human Form
John Gurche(Illustrator), David R Begun(Contributor), Carol B Ward(Contributor), Rick
Potts(Contributor), Trenton W Holliday(Contributor), Meave Leakey(Foreword By)
Renowned palaeoartist John Gurche brings the traditional techniques of figure drawing and
anatomical art to the portrayal of our hominin ancestors. The result is a visual record of the
evolving human form that feels alive in a way no scientific...

208 pages | 125 colour illustrations | Abrams

Hardback #245513 Mar-2019 9781419734489 £28.99

The Evolution of the Sensitive Soul
Learning and the Origins of Consciousness
Simona Ginsburg(Author), Eva Jablonka(Author), Anna Zeligowski(Illustrator)
A new theory about the origins of consciousness that finds learning to be the driving force in
the evolutionary transition to basic consciousness.What marked the evolutionary transition
from organisms that lacked consciousness to those with...

640 pages | 98 b/w illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #245561 Mar-2019 9780262039307 £34.99

This View of Life
Completing the Darwinian Revolution
David Sloan Wilson(Author)
From noted evolutionary biologist and the author of Evolution for Everyone comes a paradigm-
changing new look at how we can apply evolutionary theory to our social and cultural
institutions.Charles Darwin's vision of evolution was so broad that...

272 pages | b/w illustrations | Alfred A Knopf

Hardback #245564 Feb-2019 9781101870204 £22.50

Animal Beauty
On the Evolution of Biological Aesthetics
Christiane Nüsslein-Volhard(Author), Suse Grützmacher(Illustrator), Jonathan
Howard(Translated by)
An illustrated exploration of colours and patterns in the animal kingdom, what they
communicate, and how they function in the social life of animals.Are animals able to appreciate
what humans refer to as "beauty"? The term scarcely ever...

128 pages | 47 colour illustrations | MIT Press

Hardback #245577 May-2019 9780262039949 £11.99

Ecology and Management of Forest Soils
Dan Binkley(Editor), Richard F Fisher(Editor)
Forests and the soils that serve as their foundation cover almost a third of the world's land area.
Soils influenced by forest cover have different properties than soils cultivated for agricultural
use. Ecology and Management of Forest Soils...

400 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations, tables | Wiley-Blackwell

Paperback #245434 Apr-2019 9781119455653 £79.99

All Things Harmless, Useful, and Ornamental
Environmental Transformation through Species Acclimatization, from Colonial Victoria to the
World
Pete Minard(Author)
Species acclimatization – the organized introduction of organisms to a new region – is much
maligned in the present day. However, colonization depended on moving people, plants, and
animals from place to place, and in centuries past,...

288 pages | 10 b/w illustrations | University of North Carolina Press

Paperback #244551 Jun-2019 9781469651613 £36.50
Hardback #244552 Jun-2019 9781469651606 £98.50

Agricultural Resilience
Perspectives from Ecology and Economics
Sarah Gardner(Editor), Stephen Ramsden(Editor), Rosie Hails(Editor)
Agriculture as a social-ecological system embraces many disciplines. Agricultural Resilience
breaks through the silos of individual disciplines to bring ecologists and economists together to
consider agriculture through the lens of resilience. It...

450 pages | 8 b/w photos, 27 b/w illustrations, 11 tables | Cambridge
University Press

Paperback #245205 May-2019 9781107665873 £34.99
Hardback #245206 May-2019 9781107067622 £64.99

Unnatural Texas?
The Invasive Species Dilemma
Robin W Doughty(Author), Matt Warnock Turner(Author)
The story of introduced species in Texas is long (hogs were introduced by European settlers in
the 1500s) and fraught with controversy. In Unnatural Texas? The Invasive Species Dilemma,
Robin W. Doughty and Matt Warnock Turner introduce the "big...

272 pages | 72 colour photos, 12 maps, tables | Texas A & M University
Press

Hardback #245543 Apr-2019 9781623497057 £35.50

Atlas Français des Bactéries du Sol [Atlas of French Soil Bacteria]
Battle Karimi(Author), Nicolas Chemidlin Prévost-Bouré(Author), Samuel Dequiedt(Author),
Sébastien Terrat(Author), Lionel Ranjard(Author)
Soils are home to living communities that exceed our capacity for perception due to their
microscopic size, but also their incredible abundance: a single gram of soil can contain several
billion bacteria and millions of fungi! In this same gram of...

192 pages | 36 colour photos, 32 colour illustrations, colour distribution
maps, colour maps, 3 tables | Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle

Hardback #245604 2018 9782856538357 £26.99

The Great Cactus War
True Story of the Greatest Plant Invasion in Human History
Terry Domico(Author)
The Great Cactus War is the true story of the greatest plant invasion in human history.Perhaps
humanity's most enduring legacy is our ability to move plants and animals around the planet.
These organisms soon merge with the local ecology, often...

390 pages | 30 plates with illustrations | Turtleback Books Publishing,
Ltd.

Paperback #245617 2018 9781883385170 £34.99
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Earth System Sciences
Geology of the Pacific Northwest
William N Orr(Author), Elizabeth L Orr(Author)
The geologic history of the Pacific Northwest is as unique as the region itself. Completely
reorganized and revised, the Third Edition of Geology of the Pacific Northwest brings the area's
volcanism, earthquakes, tsunamis, and geologic...

337 pages | b/w photos, illustrations, maps | Waveland Press

Paperback #244587 Dec-2018 9781478636304 £130.00

Introduction to Seismology
Peter M Shearer(Author)
The third edition of Introduction to Seismology provides a concise yet approachable
introduction to seismic theory, designed as a first course for graduate students or advanced
undergraduate students. It clearly explains the fundamental concepts,...

420 pages | 220 b/w illustrations, 11 tables | Cambridge University Press

Paperback #244812 Jun-2019 9781316635742 £49.99
Hardback #244811 Jun-2019 9781107184473 £99.99

Essentials of Geology
Stephen Marshak(Author)
Essentials of Geology, Fifth Edition, integrates Marshak's popular and proven text approach
with exciting new media and assessment resources that guide students to a clearer
understanding of the course material. Marshak has personally applied his...

603 pages | colour photos, illustrations, tables | W.W. Norton & Co.

Paperback #243744 Jun-2019 9780393667523 £84.99

Aquaculture
BN Pandey(Editor), Sadhana D Pande(Editor), Prabhu Nath Pandey(Editor)
This book contains the proceedings of the 17th All India Congress of Zoology and National
Symposium on Co-existence with Friendly Fauna in India, held at Baramati during 15-17
October 2006.

236 pages | b/w illustrations, b/w maps | Ashish Publishing House - APH
Publishing Corporation

Paperback #183923 2007 9788131302514 £33.99

Granites
Petrology, Structure, Geological Setting, and Metallogeny
Anne Nédélec(Author), Jean-Luc Bouchez(Author), Peter Bowden(Translated by)
Granites are emblematic rocks developed from a magma that crystallized in the Earth's crust.
They ultimately outcrop at the surface of every continent.Granites: Petrology, Structure,
Geological Setting, and Metallogeny – translated, edited,...

352 pages | 260 b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #245291 Jan-2019 9780198836292 £34.99
Hardback #215906 2015 9780198705611 £52.99

The Ice at the End of the World
An Epic Journey Into Greenland's Buried Past and Our Perilous Future
Jon Gertner(Author)
A riveting account of the explorers and scientists racing to understand the rapidly melting ice
sheet in Greenland, a dramatic harbinger of climate change – urgent reporting in the tradition
of Elizabeth Kolbert, Hampton Sides, and David...

432 pages | Random House

Hardback #245045 Jun-2019 9780812996623 £28.99

Tambora and the Year without a Summer
How a Volcano Plunged the World into Crisis
Wolfgang Behringer(Author), Pamela Selwyn(Translated by)
In 1816, the climate went berserk. The winter brought extreme cold, and torrential rains
unleashed massive flooding in Asia. Western Europe and North America experienced a "year
without a summer", while failed harvests in 1817 led to the...

350 pages | Polity Press

Hardback #245250 May-2019 9781509525492 £24.99

The Rocks & Mountains of Cape Town
John S Compton(Author)
This richly illustrated book provides a clear and accessible guide to the spectacular exposures
of rocks and mountains in the Cape Town area, South Africa. It is aimed at visitors and
residents keen to understand how the scenic landscape surrounding...

112 pages | colour photos | Earthspun Books

Paperback #245297 2016 9780620696173 £20.99

Biogeochemical Cycles and Climate
Han Dolman(Author)
Changing concentrations of greenhouse gasses are key to our changing climate.
Biogeochemical Cycles and Climate examines the interaction of the main biogeochemical
cycles of the earth with the physics of climate from the perspective of the earth as...

256 pages | 130 illustrations | Oxford University Press

Hardback #245309 Mar-2019 9780198779308 £54.99

Minerals of the English Mildands
Roy E Starkey(Author)
The English Midlands, as defined for the purposes of this book, extend from the Welsh border
to the west, from the north to the boundary of Derbyshire and Yorkshire, passing through the
eastern boundary of Northamptonshire and to the south, at the...

432 pages | 900 colour photos | Mineraux et Fossiles

Paperback #245360 2018 £84.99

Beyond Plate Tectonics
Unsettling Settled Science
James Maxlow(Author)
Science is never settled. New revolutionary ideas have always overturned the settled sciences
of the past. In this far-reaching book the author looks beyond plate tectonics in order to detail
the next earth science revolution. Drawing upon his work...

492 pages | Aracne Editrice

Paperback #245362 1970 9788825518900 £69.99

The Physical Geography of Brazil
Environment, Vegetation and Landscape
André Augusto Rodrigues Salgado(Editor), Leonardo José Cordeiro dos Santos(Editor), Julio
César Paisani(Editor)
This book presents the Brazilian natural space and environment. It describes the main
environmental aspects of Brazil in relation to geology, climate, geomorphology, vegetation,
fauna, water resources and environmental issues.The Physical Geography...

222 pages | 94 colour & 3 b/w illustrations, 102 tables | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #245377 Feb-2019 9783030043322 £119.99
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Palaeontology

The Geology and Tectonics of Iceland
Agust Gudmundsson(Author)
The Geology and Tectonics of Iceland offers a comprehensive overview of the geology of
Iceland in relation to the mid-ocean ridge. It provides detailed descriptions of the country's
general geology, focusing on volcano-tectonic activity including...

292 pages | 150 colour & 100 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #245379 Jun-2019 9783319698526 £89.99

In the Footsteps of Darwin
Geoheritage, Geotourism and Conservation in the Galapagos Islands
Daniel Kelley(Author), Kevin Page(Author), Diego Quiroga(Author), Raul Salazar(Author)
In the Footsteps of Darwin provides the first-ever overview of and guide to the geological
setting and related features of the famous, volcanically active Galapagos Islands, as well as an
in-depth analysis of the setting's relationship to the...

183 pages | 127 colour & 9 b/w illustrations | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #245380 Feb-2019 9783030059149 £119.99

Landschaften und Geologie der Schweiz [Landscapes and Geology of Switzerland]
Othmar Adrian Pfiffner(Author)
Written by one of the most renowned geologists in Switzerland, this is a richly illustrated,
comprehensive work on the geology of Switzerland that makes landscapes and rock science
easily comprehensible.Switzerland's geological structure is...

400 pages | ~300 colour photos and colour illustrations | Verlag Paul
Haupt

Hardback #245388 Apr-2019 9783258079929 £69.99

Great Lakes Rocks
4 Billion Years of Geologic History in the Great Lakes Region
Stephen E Kesler(Author)
The geologic story of the Great Lakes region is one of the most remarkable of any place on
Earth. Great Lakes Rocks takes readers on this fascinating journey through geologic history,
beginning with an investigation of the surface features –...

360 pages | 100 illustrations | University of Michigan Press

Paperback #245409 May-2019 9780472053803 £25.50
Hardback #245410 May-2019 9780472073801 £67.50

Enciclopédia dos Minerais do Brasil, Volume 6: Tectossilicatos [Encyclopedia of
Brazilian Minerals, Volume 6: Tectosilicates]
Paulo César Pereira das Neves(Author), Daniel Atencio(Author)
The Enciclopédia dos Minerais do Brasil fills a gap in mineralogical knowledge, systematizing,
consolidating and updating information regarding the occurrences of all the mineral species
described so far in Brazil – which makes...

360 pages | colour photos | Editora da ULBRA

Paperback #245505 2018 9788575285657 £120.00

Plate Tectonics and Great Earthquakes
50 Years of Earth-Shaking Events
Lynn R Sykes(Author)
The theory of plate tectonics transformed earth science. The hypothesis that the earth's
outermost layers consist of mostly rigid plates that move over an inner surface helped describe
the growth of new seafloor, confirm continental drift, and...

304 pages | 31 plates with colour photos; 72 b/w illustrations | Columbia
University Press

Hardback #245508 Jun-2019 9780231186889 £26.99

The Earth Book
From the Beginning to the End of Our Planet, 250 Milestones in the History of Earth Science
Jim Bell(Author)
A beautifully illustrated presentation of 250 milestones in the history of our home planet, from
celebrated geologist and planetary scientist Jim Bell. Spanning Earth's entire history, from its
birth 4.6 billion years ago to its inevitable...

528 pages | Sterling

Hardback #245555 Apr-2019 9781454929109 £24.99

The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs
The Untold Story of a Lost World
Steve Brusatte(Author)
The Rise and Fall of the Dinosaurs is a sweeping narrative scientific history that tells the epic
story of the dinosaurs, examining their origins, their habitats, their extinction, and their living
legacy, from one of the most accomplished young...

404 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Picador

Paperback #239244 Feb-2019 9781509830091 £9.99
Hardback #239245 2018 9781509830060 £19.99

Extinction: A Very Short Introduction
Paul B Wignall(Author)
Most people are familiar with the dodo and the dinosaur, but extinction has occurred
throughout the history of life, with the result that nearly all the species that have ever existed
are now extinct. Today, species are disappearing at an ever...

144 pages | b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #242702 Jun-2019 9780198807285 £8.99

Underland
A Deep Time Journey
Robert MacFarlane(Author)
The renowned naturalist's highly anticipated sequel to the international bestseller The Old
Ways: a haunting voyage into the planet's past and future.Hailed as "the great nature writer of
this generation" (Wall Street Journal),...

384 pages | 24 illustrations | Hamish Hamilton

Hardback #244868 May-2019 9780241143803 £16.99

The Dinosaurs Rediscovered
How a Scientific Revolution is Rewriting History
Michael J Benton(Author)
Over the past twenty years, the study of dinosaurs has changed from natural history to a true
scientific discipline. New technologies have revealed secrets locked in the prehistoric bones in
ways that nobody predicted – we can now work out the...

336 pages | 23 colour & 140 b/w illustrations | Thames & Hudson

Hardback #245270 Apr-2019 9780500052006 £24.95

Mesozoic Sea Dragons
Triassic Marine Life from the Ancient Tropical Lagoon of Monte San Giorgio
Olivier Rieppel(Author)
Told in rich detail and with gorgeous colour recreations, this is the story of marine life in the
age before the dinosaurs. During the Middle Triassic Period (247–237 million years ago), the
mountain of Monte San Giorgio in Switzerland was a...

82 colour illustrations, 1 colour & 12 b/w illustrations, 1 table | Indiana
University Press

Hardback #245565 May-2019 9780253040114 £61.99
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Environmental & Social Studies
Environmental Law
Stuart Bell(Author), Donald McGillivray(Author), Ole W Pedersen(Author), Emma Lees(Author),
Elen Stokes(Author)
Trusted by generations of students and academics alike, the ninth edition of this leading text
continues to provide far-reaching coverage of the essential topics taught on most
environmental law courses. The authors consider the areas thematically,...

809 pages | tables | Oxford University Press

Paperback #245512 2017 9780198748328 £40.99

Capitalism's Ecologies
Culture, Power, and Crisis in the 21st Century
Jason W Moore(Editor), Sharae Deckard(Editor), Michael Niblett(Editor), Diana C
Gildea(Editor)
Ours is an era of planetary crisis. As scholars, activists, and citizens seek to make sense of our
uncertain times, the limits of conventional environmental thinking have become clear. Rather
than see "Society" and "Nature" as...

256 pages | PM Press

Paperback #244121 Jun-2019 9781629634463 £17.99

Fruit from the Sands
The Silk Road Origins of the Foods We Eat
Robert N Spengler III(Author)
The foods we eat have a deep and often surprising past. Many foods we consume today-from
almonds and apples to tea and rice-have histories can be traced along the tracks of the Silk
Road out of prehistoric Central Asia to European kitchens and...

440 pages | 32 b/w photos, 1 b/w illustration, 4 maps | University of
California Press

Hardback #244785 Jun-2019 9780520303638 £26.99

Plastic Soup
An Atlas of Ocean Pollution
Michiel Roscam Abbing(Author)
Plastics have transformed every aspect of our lives. Yet the very properties that make them
attractive – they are cheap to make, light, and durable – spell disaster when trash makes its
way into the environment.Plastic Soup: An Atlas of...

144 pages | Island Press

Hardback #245284 Apr-2019 9781642830088 £19.99

In Defense of Farmers
The Future of Agriculture in the Shadow of Corporate Power
Jane W Gibson(Editor), Sara E Alexander(Editor), John K Hansen(Foreword By)
Industrial agriculture is generally characterized as either the salvation of a growing, hungry,
global population or as socially and environmentally irresponsible. Despite elements of truth in
this polarization, it fails to focus on the particular...

468 pages | 16 photos, 3 illustrations, 4 maps, 7 tables | University of
Nebraska Press

Hardback #245318 Jul-2019 9781496206732 £49.99

Time and the Generations
Population Ethics for a Diminishing Planet
Partha Dasgupta(Author), Robert Solow(Foreword By)
How should we evaluate the ethics of procreation, especially the environmental consequences
of reproductive decisions on future generations, in a resource-constrained world? While
demographers, moral philosophers, and environmental scientists have...

320 pages | 9 illustrations | Columbia University Press

Hardback #245330 Jun-2019 9780231160124 £21.99

How to Give Up Plastic
A Guide to Changing the World, One Plastic Bottle at a Time
Will McCallum(Author)
Around 12.7 million tonnes of plastic are entering the ocean every year, killing over 1 million
seabirds and 100,000 marine mammals. By 2050 there could be more plastic in the ocean
than fish by weight.Plastic pollution is the environmental scourge...

224 pages | Penguin Books

Hardback #245427 2018 9780241363218 £12.99

Falter
Has the Human Game Begun to Play Itself Out?
Bill McKibben(Author)
Thirty years ago Bill McKibben offered one of the earliest warnings about climate change. Now
he broadens the warning: the entire human game, he suggests, has begun to play itself out.Bill
McKibben's groundbreaking book The End of Nature –...

304 pages | Henry Holt

Hardback #245436 Apr-2019 9781250178268 £28.99

Does Living Green Make a Difference?
Michael Maniates(Author)
Massive environmental problems threaten our planet and evoke within us a need to act – a
need to do something, no matter how small, to slow the damage.But what kind of action?
Businesses, governments, and environmental groups tell us that...

154 pages | Polity Press

Paperback #245448 May-2019 9781509527472 £9.99
Hardback #245447 May-2019 9781509527465 £34.99

Losing Earth
The Decade We Almost Stopped Climate Change
Nathaniel Rich(Author)
By 1979, we knew all that we know now about the science of climate change – what was
happening, why it was happening, and how to stop it. Over the next ten years, we had the very
real opportunity to stop it. Obviously, we failed.Nathaniel...

256 pages | Picador

Hardback #245459 Apr-2019 9781529015829 £14.99

Denied
The Rise and Fall of Climate Contrarianism
Richard Black(Author), Richard Benyon(Foreword By)
"Climate change won't be that serious..." – "the lights will go out if we use renewable energy..."
– "climate science is bent...". For a decade, contrarians controlled large swathes of the UK's...

341 pages | The Real Press

Paperback #245461 2018 9781912119950 £18.99
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History & Other Humanities

The UK Pesticide Guide 2019
Martin A Lainsbury(Editor)
The UK Pesticide Guide is a unique and authoritative source of information on pesticides and
adjuvants approved for use in agriculture, amenity, forestry, pest control and horticulture. This
edition has 8 new active ingredient profiles plus a number...

740 pages | no illustrations | CABI Publishing

Paperback #245569 Jan-2019 9781999896621 £55.80

Environmental Pollution and Control
PR Trivedi(Author)
The topics covered in this book pertain particularly to pollution and its control in India and
include: air pollution monitoring; air pollution control; Ganga action plan; waste water treatment;
water supply management; industrial pollution abatement...

200 pages | Ashish Publishing House - APH Publishing Corporation

Paperback #245613 2004 9788176485340 £17.99

Ecology and Power in the Age of Empire
Europe and the Transformation of the Tropical World
Corey Ross(Author)
Ecology and Power in the Age of Empire provides the first wide-ranging environmental history
of the heyday of European imperialism, from the late nineteenth century to the end of the
colonial era. It focuses on the ecological dimensions of the...

477 pages | 21 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #245261 Jan-2019 9780198841883 £19.99
Hardback #233211 2017 9780199590414 £24.74

A World Trimmed with Fur
Wild Things, Pristine Places, and the Natural Fringes of Qing Rule
Jonathan Schlesinger(Author)
In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, booming demand for natural resources transformed
China and its frontiers. Historians of China have described this process in stark terms: pristine
borderlands became breadbaskets. Yet Manchu and Mongolian...

288 pages | Stanford University Press

Paperback #245532 Mar-2019 9781503610118 £21.99
Hardback #234382 2016 9780804799966 £53.99

Energy
A Human History
Richard Rhodes(Author)
Pulitzer Prize- and National Book Award-winning author Richard Rhodes reveals the
fascinating history behind energy transitions over time – wood to coal to oil to electricity and
beyond.People have lived and died, businesses have prospered and...

465 pages | b/w photos, b/w illustrations | Simon & Schuster

Paperback #245037 Jun-2019 9781501105364 £12.99
Hardback #241882 2018 9781501105357 £24.99

Europe
A Natural History
Timothy Flannery(Author)
A place of exceptional diversity, rapid change, and high energy, for the past 100 million years
Europe has literally been at the crossroads of the world. By virtue of its geology and
geography, evolution in Europe proceeds faster than elsewhere. The...

357 pages | 8 plates with colour & b/w photos and colour & b/w
illustrations; b/w maps tables | Penguin Books

Paperback #244624 Jun-2019 9780141989020 £9.99
Hardback #242592 2018 9780241358078 £16.99

Empires of Knowledge
Scientific Networks in the Early Modern World
Paula Findlen(Editor)
Empires of Knowledge charts the emergence of different kinds of scientific networks – local
and long-distance, informal and institutional, religious and secular – as one of the important
phenomena of the early modern world. It seeks to...

394 pages | 44 b/w photos and b/w illustrations | Routledge

Paperback #245272 2018 9781138207134 £29.99
Hardback #245271 2018 9781138207127 £120.00

The Four Horsemen
The Discussion that Sparked an Atheist Revolution
Richard Dawkins(Author), Sam Harris(Author), Daniel C Dennett(Author), Christopher
Hitchens(Author), Stephen Fry(Foreword By)
Known as the 'four horsemen' of New Atheism, these four big thinkers of the twenty-first
century met only once. Their electrifying examination of ideas on this remarkable occasion was
intense and wide-ranging. Everything that was said as they...

160 pages | Bantam Press

Hardback #245293 Feb-2019 9780593080399 £9.99

Eurasian Environments
Nature and Ecology in Imperial Russian and Soviet History
Nicholas Breyfogle(Editor)
Through a series of essays, Eurasian Environments prompts us to rethink our understanding of
tsarist and Soviet history by placing the human experience within the larger environmental
context of flora, fauna, geology, and climate. This book is a...

424 pages | 21 Illustrations | University of Pittsburgh Press

Paperback #245303 2018 9780822965633 £37.95

The Nature of Classification
Relationships and Kinds in the Natural Sciences
John S Wilkins(Author), Malte Christian Ebach(Author)
Discussing the generally ignored issue of the classification of natural objects in the philosophy
of science, The Nature of Classification focuses on knowledge and social relations, and offers a
way to understand classification as a necessary aspect...

197 pages | X, 197 p. | Palgrave

Paperback #245307 2014 9781349345151 £59.99
Hardback #245306 2013 9780230347922 £62.99

Seeds of Power
Explorations in Ottoman Environmental History
Onur Inal(Editor), Yavuz Koese(Editor), Alan Mikhail(Preface By)
Explores historical processes and transformations that shaped the Ottoman Empire from the
viewpoint of environmental history. Brings into view a vast array of integral actors and agents
that played a key role in the social, economic and ecological...

260 pages | b/w illustrations and maps | White Horse Press

Hardback #245331 Mar-2019 9781874267997 £64.99
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Organismal to Molecular Biology

Hollywood's Dirtiest Secret
The Hidden Environmental Costs of the Movies
Hunter Vaughan(Author)
In an era when many businesses have come under scrutiny for their environmental impact, the
film industry has for the most part escaped criticism and regulation. Its practices are more
diffuse; its final product, less tangible; and Hollywood has...

256 pages | 26 b/w illustrations | Columbia University Press

Paperback #245333 Mar-2019 9780231182416 £23.99
Hardback #245332 Mar-2019 9780231182409 £69.99

The Nature of Canada
Colin M Coates(Editor), Graeme Wynn(Editor)
Snow-capped mountains. Pristine lakes. Crystalline glaciers. Big-sky sunsets. "Canada" is
synonymous with nature, and throughout history people have been drawn to it for its bounty –
from fish and furs to gold, wheat, and...

320 pages | 72 b/w photos, 2 illustrations, 4 maps | University of British
Columbia Press

Paperback #245411 May-2019 9780774890366 £23.99

Anti-Science and the Assault on Democracy
Defending Reason in a Free Society
Michael J Thompson(Editor), Gregory R Smulewicz-Zucker(Editor)
In this collection of original essays, experts in political science, the hard sciences, philosophy,
history, and other disciplines examine contemporary anti-science trends, and make a strong
case that respect for science is essential for a healthy...

303 pages | no illustrations | Prometheus Books

Hardback #245560 2018 9781633884748 £19.99

The Central Nervous System of Vertebrates
An Introduction to Structure and Function
Rudolf Nieuwenhuys(Author), Hans J ten Donkelaar(Author), Charles Nicholson(Author)
This comprehensive reference is destined to become the definitive anatomical basis for all
molecular neuroscience research. The three volumes provide a complete overview and
comparison of the structural organisation of all vertebrate groups, ranging...

2218 pages | 1338 figs, 33 tabs, 3 volume set | Springer-Verlag

Paperback #245466 2014 9783642621277 £71.99

Unlocking the Past
How Archaeologists Are Rewriting Human History with Ancient DNA
Martin Jones(Author)
Please note that this book was originally published in 2003 with the title The Molecule
Hunt: How Archaeologists are Bringing the Past Back to Life. This 2017 version features a new
foreword by the author. The chapters have not been...

348 pages | no illustrations | Arcade Publishing

Paperback #245475 2016 9781628724479 £17.99

Bioluminescence
Chemical Principles and Methods
Osamu Shimomura(Author)
This book is an authoritative monograph on the recent progresses in the chemistry of
bioluminescence. It provides a comprehensive overview of the past and the latest
developments in understanding the biochemical mechanisms of some 35 different types...

496 pages | illustrations | World Scientific Publishing

Hardback #245348 2012 9789814366083 £91.99

She Has Her Mother's Laugh
The Powers, Perversions, and Potential of Heredity
Carl Zimmer(Author)
Award-winning, celebrated New York Times columnist and science writer Carl Zimmer
presents a history of our understanding of heredity in this sweeping, resonating overview of a
force that shaped human society – a force set to shape our future...

656 pages | no illustrations | Picador

Paperback #245524 Jun-2019 9781509818556 £9.99
Hardback #238517 2018 9781509818532 £24.99

The Brassica napus Genome
Shengyi Liu(Editor), Rod Snowdon(Editor), Boulos Chalhoub(Editor)
The Brassica napus Genome describes how the genome sequence contributes to our
understanding of allopolyploidisation and the genome evolution, genetic diversity, complex trait
regulation and knowledge-based breeding of this important crop. Numerous...

300 pages | Springer-Verlag

Hardback #239973 2018 9783319436920 £129.99

Mitonuclear Ecology
Geoffrey E Hill(Author)
This novel text provides a concise synthesis of how the interactions between mitochondrial and
nuclear genes have played a major role in shaping the ecology and evolution of eukaryotes.
The foundation for this new focus on mitonuclear interactions...

336 pages | 90+ illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #245265 Mar-2019 9780198818267 £34.99
Hardback #245266 Mar-2019 9780198818250 £74.99

Reproduction and Development in Annelida
TJ Pandian(Author)
Reproduction and Development in Annelida offers a comprehensive update to our knowledge
of the reproduction and development of annelids. It discusses the subjects of regeneration and
asexual reproduction from the point of view of stem cells. The book...

300 pages | 55 b/w illustrations | CRC Press

Hardback #245322 Apr-2019 9780367187453 £141.00

Pathology of Wildlife and Zoo Animals
Karen Terio(Editor), Denise McAloose(Editor), Judy St. Leger(Editor)
Pathology of Wildlife and Zoo Animals is a comprehensive resource that covers the pathology
of wildlife and zoo species, including a wide scope of animals, disease types and geographic
regions. It is the definitive book for students, biologists,...

1136 pages | illustrations | Academic Press

Hardback #245335 2017 9780128053065 £143.00

Chemiluminescence and Bioluminescence
Past, Present and Future
Aldo Roda(Editor)
This complete and well-organized overview of chemiluminescence and bioluminescence is
divided into two parts. The first covers historical developments and the fundamental principles
of these phenomena before going on to review recent advances and...

608 pages | Royal Society of Chemistry

Hardback #245349 2010 9781847558121 £120.00
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Hormones
Joy Hinson(Author), Peter Raven(Author), Ann Fullick(Editor)
This primer introduces students to key elements of the endocrine system, including the
structure and function of the major types of hormones. It explores the role of hormones in
disease, in development, in reproduction and in behaviour. Although...

144 pages | Oxford University Press

Paperback #245353 Jun-2019 9780198832829 £19.99

Everything in its Place
First Loves and Last Tales
Oliver Sacks(Author)
From the best-selling author of Gratitude and On the Move, a final volume of essays that
showcase Sacks's broad range of interests – from his passion for ferns, swimming, and
horsetails, to his final case histories exploring schizophrenia,...

320 pages | Picador

Hardback #245433 May-2019 9781509821792 £19.99

Apoptosis and Beyond: The Many Ways Cells Die (2-Volume Set)
James A Radosevich(Editor)
These volumes teach readers to think beyond apoptosis and describes all of the known
processes that cells can undergo which result in cell death.This two-volume source on how
cells dies is the first, comprehensive collection to cover all of the known...

784 pages | Wiley-Blackwell

Hardback #245437 2018 9781119432425 £286.00

Hacking Darwin
Genetic Engineering and the Future of Humanity
Jamie Metzl(Author)
After 3.8 billion years humankind is about to start evolving by new rules...From leading
geopolitical expert and technology futurist Jamie Metzl comes a groundbreaking exploration of
the many ways genetic-engineering is shaking the core foundations...

368 pages | Sourcebooks

Hardback #245469 Apr-2019 9781492670094 £27.50

Evolutionary Genetics
Concepts, Analysis, and Practice
Glenn-Peter Sætre(Author), Mark Ravinet(Author)
Evolutionary genetics is the study of how genetic variation leads to evolutionary change. With
the recent explosion in the availability of whole genome sequence data, vast quantities of
genetic data are being generated at an ever-increasing pace with...

352 pages | illustrations | Oxford University Press

Paperback #245491 May-2019 9780198830924 £37.99
Hardback #245490 May-2019 9780198830917 £74.99

Poultry Feathers and Skin
The Poultry Integument in Health and Welfare
Oluyinka A Olukosi(Editor), Victor E Olori(Editor), Ariane Helmbrecht(Editor), Sarah
Lambton(Editor), Nick A French(Editor)
Based on the proceedings of a recent symposium, this book documents the significant
developments that have been made in our understanding the importance of the integument to
poultry species. It traces the development of the skin and feathers over...

296 pages | CABI Publishing

Hardback #245575 Mar-2019 9781786395115 £94.99
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